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'
SPEE CH
OF

MR. FES SEN Dl~N OF MA INE,
ON

THE MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT TRANSMITTING
THE LECOMPTON CONSTITUTION.
Deliver ed in the United States Senate, February 8, 1858.
The President's message, transmitting the Le- that, as far as I was concerned, I \vonld undercompton Constitution, being under consideration, take to carry out whatever instructions tbe Senand ~fr. DOUGLAS having intimated a desire to ate gave me.
Mr FESSENDEN. I understood the answer
take up a resolution of inquiry relittive to certain of the S~nator to say exactly that; and strange
proceedings in Kansas, which motion was object- as it may seem to him, that answer satisfied me
ed to and waivedof what I have just stated, that we should have
Mr. FESSENDEN proceeded to address the no more official information on the subject. Other
Senators may draw a different conclusion, but
Senate, as follows:
such was mine. I was remarking that, under the
Mr. PRESIDEXT: r was perfectly willing to give circumsta,nces, I saw no reason why any Senator
way for the. purpose of allowing the Senator from might not as well proceed now to comment on
Illinois to introduce his motion, in order that the this message of the President, and on the various
Senate might pass upon the question whether or topics connected with it, as to wnit until we shall
not any more infomiation was to be afforded to us, have a formal report from the committee on the
officially, than we have already received. I was subj~ct.
suspicious that it was not the desire of ti.le maI think, sir, that the message has been drawn
jority of the Senate that the resolution of the with care and with design. lt is an argument
Senator from lllinois should pa.ss, and that the presented to the country- intended as an arguinformation sought for should be obtained. I ment which should affect and influence the minds
had no idea that its passage would be permitted; of the people in reference to the great question
but yet I was willing to make ti.le experim~nt. which is soon to be tried before this body, and,
If, as a matter of fact, it had appeared to me decided, so far as we are able to decide it. £
probable-if I h.ad supposed there was any rea- deem it, therefore, not unimportant that th&
son to belie...e-that an investigation would be views of some gentlemen, to some extent, should,
had with regard to the allegations that h.ave be expressed with reference to that message, aud
been made, of fraud in one stage or another of that the country should understand that, although
this procediog in Kansas, l should probably have the officer highest in position enlert.ains certain
been willing, very willing, to waive any remarks opinions which he has expressed on this subji,ct,
on the general qi;estion until that information others, who are in a less degree, perhaps, the
was obtained. The inquiry, however, that I put representatfres of the people, entertain different
to the honorable Senator from Missouri, (Mr. opinions, take a different view of the facts, and
Gasi;:x,J the other day, as to the intentions oftbe have something to say with reference to the stateCommittee on Territories, and the answer I re- ments that hRve been made. In the comments.
ceived from him, satisfied me that we should which I propose to make, I do not design to go
have nc, other information afforded to this body, much further than to make a statement of tbe
officially, than that which we now have; and, case, as I understand it. Whether, with the imtherefore, I see no reason why I, or any other pressions prevailing on my mind, I shall be able•
Senator who desires to do so, may not ns well lo make a fair statement of it, will be determined
proceed to comment on this message of the by the result. I certainly shall endeavor to.
President now, as to defer remarks until we do so.
h.ave a report on the subject from the committee.
The 1nessage which we have received, transMr. GREEN. I thought I remarked- I know mitting the Lecompton Constitution to us, is cerit was my intention to do so-th.at the committee t.ainly, in some respects, a singular one; and
baa never considered that point, aud that I was whatever demerits it may have, there is onenot authorized to speak for the committee; but thing about it which is observable, and which 1
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trust may in some m1111ner relieve tbe difficulties played? Is Kansas, while it remains a Territowhich seem to have pressed oa the miud of my ry, still to he held under military domination,
respected friend from Ne1v York, (Mr. SEwAun.] simply for the reason that those whom he has
In bis remarks on the army bill, he deemed it to heretofore choseu to denounce as rebels are now
be a matter of consequence that troops should in the possession of the Government, and' will
be raised in order to quell tbe disturbances in continue so unless Kansas becomes a State unthe 'ferritory of Ut11,b, and seemed to be of the der th.is Constitution? Jt is a very singular decimpression that other questions were in such a laration to put forth to the country, nnd yet such
state of forwardness towards a settlemen\, that is the plain inference from the message be ha.3
the Go,·ernment could not need the iucrease of commnnicated to us.
force for which it asked with reference to any
Sir, I admit that this message is entitled to bo
other subject than the Tet·ritory of Utah. Now traated with respect, for the reason that it comes
the President tells us very distinctly, in bis mes- from an officer who is always to be spoken of
sage, that he has need of troops, nnd may con- with respect, so far as those associated with hiru
tinue to need them, not only for the Territory of in the Government are able to do so.
Utah, but also for certain pttrposes in the TerriMr. SEWARD. As the honorable Sena.tor is
tory of Kansas ; for be says, distinctly, that in passing to another point, I wish to make an excase the Constitution should be accepted, and planation. I think the honorable Senator from
Kansa3 become a Stt,te, be will tben be able to Maine has probably fallen into some error, by not
1vithdraw the troops from Kaasas, and use tbem considering the effect of all I bave said in regard
where they are more needed-distinctly refer- to the army question. I will state it once more,
ring to tbe Territory of Utah. We may infer, in order to remove a misapprehension from his
then, that if tbe Lecompton Constitution should mind. I stated, in my last speech on that subnot h,~ppcn to be acceptable to Congress, troops ject, that I spoke with great diffidence on that
are still to b.i kept in Kansas for the purposes point, because I was not half convinced myself.
for which they have been used there heretofore. l began with that remark. 1 stated that my dif.
I cannot believe tb>Lt the honorable Rena.tor ficulty arose in not knowing the future in Kansas,
from New York can in any manner justify the and the future operations in Utah. If I knew
keeping of those troops iu K>Lnsas, or can in any whut was to be done in regard to Kansas, and if
manner beliern there i. any necessity for keeping I knew what was to happen in Utah, I should
see my course as clear as olbers; but, on examthem there, in the existing state of things.
The President clearly intimates that he ,viii be ination of the whole subject, I came to the conobliged to keep the troops there if tbe Lecompton clusion that there would be such a. state of things
Constitutioa should not prove acceptable, aud in Kansas as would oJ?lige the President to ,~ithKansas be not admitted with it. Tbat is his con- draw tbe troops. Tba.tstftte of things I considered
clusion; for if, a3 he says, be can withdraw them in the first place to be the admission of Kansas
in case Kansas becomes a State, it is implied as a State during the present session of Congress;
that lie cannot withdraw them unless Kansa3 or, in the next place, tbc leaving of Kansas wbere
becomes a State. Tbat is the clear inference. she is, without bringing her in as a slave State
That is smgular, for the reason that, at the pres- undet· the Lecompton Constitution. r had no
' ent time, we know the foct that the Territory of belief then, aud I have not now, that an Admin.Kansas is under the control of what is called a istration would be so infatuated as to endeavor
:free State, and" what gentlemen choose to call to keep au anny there, though such an inference
&ll Abolition, Legislature. There is no difficulty may be drawn from the President's message.
in Kansas no1v. 1'hose who a.re denounced as Ou tile other band, I ha\'e my own mode of rea" rebels," but who a.re in fact the Free State soning, which brings me to the conclusion that
a>arty ot' Kansas, and a majority of the people of there are to be dis>1sters in Utah ~•hich to-dav
Kansas, Ila ve control of the Government of Kan- do not appear so distinc1ly to the vision of other
sas _at the present time. If this Constitution persons, and I ,vas obliged to decide on the ques,should not be adopted, and Kansas should not tion then when I spoke.
U udcr these circumstances, and ha,-ing these
·become a State under it, what is the result?
'That the power is iu the hands of the rebels; for opinions, I certainly should give my support to
rebellion, as it has been called, bas things all its t)1e measure wbic:b I proposed, which was the
employment of an additional number of men with
.own wa;t.
1 see no necessity on the part of the President reference distinctly to their operation in Utah,
to keep troopd there for the purpose of aiding in and their being disbanded when that difficulty
,establiali.ing the Government, wbh:h is going on was through. What circumstances way change
,ao mucb. aecording to the will of those whom he the case, I do not know. I stated at the same
has been a,ccustomed, and d~sired, to contl"Ol by time, most distinctly, that the President would
1.he use of the troops. It is a very singular dec- never obtain my vote, nor tile vote of any other
laratio12 on the part of the President. Wba.t? person, if l bad any influence with him, to ret!l.in
That unless Kansas be admitted as a State under an army in Kansas, the use of which was to maintbis Constitution, he will be obliged to keep tain the Lecompton Constitution, or to maintain
t,-oops tllere-for what purpose? l<'or the pur- Federal authority in the Territory, against the
JJOSC of coutrolling the Free State Government of will of the people. That is my position now.
Kans,,s; for the purpose of controlling the ma- If that should be tbe stale of the case, (as the
jority who now have the Government iu their Senator thinks it will be,) I shall vote with him.
own bandil. Is that the game that is to be If, on the other hand, the state of the case should

...
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I have to reml\rk next in regard to the tone of
be as I think it will be, then J shall expect the
honorable Senntor to vote with me, because this messl\ge. The tone of a menage from the
I believe we have pr~isely the same views on Chief Magistrate of the Union, to accord. with his
this point, differing only in the importance we character and position, should, iu my judgment,
atta.cb to the de,·elopments alrendy made.
be dignified, plain, and im9artial; it should not
Mr. E'ESSENDEN. The honorable Senator pred- be donunciatory; yet, from the beginning to the
icates bis supposition, then, upon utterly reject- end of this message, we hear from the Ohiefl\laging the President's assure.nee of what be means istrate of the Uoiled States strong denunciations,
to do. The President intimates, quite distinctly, iu severe language, of what be admits to be a
that unless Kansas be admitted as a State, with majority of the people of the Territory of Kanthe Lecompton Constitution, be will be obliged sas ; while he bas not one word to say-nothing
to keep the troops in Kansas. Now, I know the savo excuse and palliation_-not even t hat, b ut
Senator does not mean to vote for the admission rather approbation, implied approbation- for all
of Kan.s as under the Lecompton Constitution, and that bas la.ken place there in opposing tbe e.trorts
therefore wbaL is bis inference? Be must either of the people of Kansas to obtain a Free Sta te
take it for granted that Kansas is to come in Constitution. I think the language of the mesunder that Constitation, and that therefore the sage in that particular is unworthy a man who
t roops are to be withdrawn, (in which case no has been chosen by the suffrages of bis fellowmore are needed;) or else th11t it is not t.o come citizens to fill one of the few great places of the
in, and if not, that the President does not mean world.
to perform what be has promised in relation to
It i3 a little, singular, too, when we consider
t ha.t matter. I take it for granted that Kansas his education, that, with reference to this oonis not to be admitted under this Lecompton Con- troversy, he bas no sympathy whatever for the
stitution, and I also take it fol' granted that the object which the people of Kansas, those whom
P resident then will, if he bas army enough, keep he admits to be a majority, declare themselves to
troops in Kansas with a design to control the have in view. Ho was born and educated in a
Free State people there, e.s be has done before. free State. Be has seen all the advantages of
I do not understand with what object the Sena.- free institutions. Be bas seen his native State
tor can vote for an increase of the army to relieve of Pennsylvania grow to be one of the very first
him from the necessity (if such a necessity might in rank in the Union, nnd to retain thnt rank; to
exist) of witbdra,ving those troops for the sake be one of the first iu wealth, one of the first in
of quelling disturbances in Utah. The Senator power, stretching out its arms on every side, tomust reconcile it to himself. He undoubtedly Wl\I'ds commerce, and manufactures, and agriacl.S from the hest motives, and is the best judge culture-growing ,vith a rapidity unprecedented ,
its people enjoying all, not only of the comforta
of his own uctiona.
But, sir, I proceed to speak of the message it- but of' the elegances of life, simply from the fact
self. I w11s remarking that it was entitled to be that its people have been left to labor, to carry
treated with all the respect due to the eminent out the cardinal doctrine on which our institoposition of its author. In times past, we have tions were founded-that the capital of the counbeen accustumed to receive these messages, and try is the labor and employment of the free peoto believe the autl.or, in sending them to Congress, ple of the country. Notwithstanding all that,
intended to perform that p11rt of his constitutional and uotwithste.udiug all that be has witnessed
duty wbicb enjoins on him "from time to time" to of tho enormous growth of the free States under
"give to the Ooogress information of the state of free institutions, we have not one word in the
the Union." A message from the President of message, from the beginning to the end, except
the United States should import absolute verity; denuncie.tion,0f those who are au.empting to exand heretofore, ,.,hatever else we may say about tend the benefit of the same institutions to the
t hem, we have been accustomed to believe that Territory of Kansas. There ill no sympathy for
Presidents of the United Stntes, in communica- them. He exults, his tone is that of exultation,
ting a message to Congress, iu undertaking to when ho speaks of the fa.ct that the Territory of
give information to Congress, would M least tell Kansas, which be calls a State, altbough it is not
the truth ; at soy rate, that they would not set yet a State, is now as much a slave State as
at fu.,fiance known and recorded facts, nor make Georgia or South Carolina. Bia tone is tliat of
an argemeot all on one side; ignoring facts gratification, that instead of being a free State,
quite notorions with reference to one position, like bis own, and instead of joining the sisterhood
a nd stating that which was not supported by fact of the great free States of this Union, it baa
in regard to the other. And yet, sir, with all the placed 1tself on the very different level of the
:espect which I entertain for the officer who oc- slave States of this Union, and is bound from
cupies so eminent a position, e.nd notwithstand- this time henceforward, as he thinks, to the car
ing all tho impressions I ht1vo with reference to of Slavery. Tbe tone in which be speaks of thia
J1i3 constitutional duty when making a commu- is to my mind incomprehensible, nod it showa
n ication to Congress, I am compelled to say, un- that, for some reason or other, he bss chosen to
der the circnmste.nces, that the President has forget the land of his birth sud education, with
been guilty in this message not only of ignoring all it.s manifold advantages and blessings.
well-known fact3, bnt of stating as fact.s matters
Sir, be treats the question as of no importance
which he must have known, iJ he exl\mined tho to any except the slave States of the Union. It
documents, could not be true. What excuse he has is of trifling importance, he says-not precisely in
for this, before the country, it is not for me to say. those words, for I do not undertake to quoie hi•
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language-but it is of little i_mportance co~par- , sti!ution, of dissolving the Union, and avoid agiatively to tho few thousands 10. Kansas; as 1ftbe talion, because we have been threatened and
institutions under which they are to live were of not give one ,vord of warning to the p~ople
no consequencl) to them I Who should be inter- , from whom be anticipates it-not tell them that
ested but the thousands who are to live there, to they will be compelled to bow to the will of the
receive the benefit or slfffer the evils which are majority, that they will be compelled to obey the
to flow from the institutions established there? I laws of the land? Why, sir, it is the strangest
It is of consequence to the slave States of ' thing to me, that a Chief Magistrate of the couoth.e Union, he says. Is it none to the free try, holding this position, should not say as one of
States? Ho does not intimate that it is. It bis great predecessors said before him; that the
is of no comparatlve importance, he thinks, be- Constitution should be preserved; that the Union
cause theri, are, but a few thousand people in should be preserved ; that when the action of
Kansas, forg~tting, as he does, the many tbou- Congress was legal, no m ..tter upon whstt subs.ands and huqdreds of thousands who may be ject, the power of the Federal Government should
there in a very short period of time, covering its be brought to bear on any people, or any portion
plains, a.od tilling its valleys until they smile. lt of people, whatever, who undertook to make any
i9 not enough to say that the question is of very agitation which endangered the safety of the
little comp&rative importance, as connected with Union of these States; but we hear nothing of
them, but it is of great importance to the slave tbllt from the present President.
States of tbe Union. They have much feeling
Strange to say, too, he is all the time talking
about it; they are to be consulted about it; but of law; be tells us that the people must obey
he does not i11timate that the free States, the the laws; that tbe course of things in Kansas
millions of people who live under Constitutions bas been legal on the one side and illegal on the
unlike tb.ose which have been forced upon Kan- other; and he is very ready to read lectures to
sas, can feel any ioterest in a questjori whether that people and to us on the subject of obeying
that great Territory is to be opened to them and , the law, while be conveys no intimation to anytheir descendants, freed from a competition with body, tlmt if th,e laws are broken, or at.tempted
that kind o,f labor which, in my judgment, has to be broken, in one region of country, there will
cnrsed so large--yes, the largest portion of the be•any interference from him, or even any words
area of the St.ates of this Union. Sir, these re- of reprobation from bim.
mar){.s, this tone, this want of sympathy, this
Now, sir, as to the facts stated; let us look a litexultation, this entire forgetfulness of the great tleat what the President bas stated in bis message.
and much. tb.e largest portion of the people of He bas made all the intima.tions of which I have
this country, in the Presi,Jent's message, are to spoken; but what has he gone on to say? ae
me mysterious, coming from a man born and J charges, substantin.lly, that the majority (for be
edu.cated, f!o!I the President has been, under in- , admits it to be a majority by saying more tLan
stitutions like tlto~e .vith which he is so famil- once in bis message that the people of Kansas,
iar.
unless he had prevented them by military force,
Agaio, the, President very clearly intimates would have overturned the Government· thus
tb&t difficµlties must arise, in case we refuse to admittiog that they had the power as well' as the
e.dmit KansRS as a State under the Lecompton will to subvert the Territorial Government there
Conetitution. Ile warns u&, in covert but very established) bad a design, and have had from
clear te~ms, tbal the people of the slave States the beginmog, to subvert the Government by
will be excited on. the subject; that they will not force. Is there any proof of this? What proof
be willing to submit to it; and that, therefore, does he adduce? 'l'be desire to establish the
with a view to check alt the agitation which may Topeka Constitution, as it bas been Cl\lled; and
a.rise from the rejection of the Constitution which on the strength of tbnt fact be even charges
has thus been submitted, be counsels that, for Governor Robinson with having, in the very
peace sake, we should adopt it. Sir, I should first sentence of the message which he commuhi..ve e:xpected frOll\ the Chief Magistrate of this nicated to the Topeka Legislature, expressed the
Union, sworn to supr,ort the Constitution and same design; when, if you come to look at it,
execute the laws, that at the time when be stated (I will not trouble the Senate with reading it,)
the danger th)!.t there might be excitement, he there is not a single word, not a single iden, not
would ha<"e intimated an opinion, a. wish, that a single intimation, in that clause of Governor
snclt. excitemen_t should not arise; that be would Robinson's messa ge which has been referred to
have warned tbll people of the slave as '\Yell as by the P,resident, intimating any design or wish
of the free States, against disobeying the laws of of the k,ind. I qeny, here, the whole foundation
the country. What is the proper tribunal, I of the President's charge and argument on that
should like to know, to settle this question? Is point. There never hns been a design to estabi\ not Congress? If Oongress chooses to settle lish the Topeka Constitution by force. No such
Ute question adversely to the views of the Presi- design has ever been avowed, and no such dedont, and say that Kanai>S shall not be admitted sign has ever been attempted to be carried into
under the Lecompton Constitution, I b·e g to know execution.
why he should not counsel the people of the
I know very well that the honorable Senator
slave States to submit to the majority, who have from Illinois, [Mr. Douou.s,] in the speech which
the constitu.tional right to decide, and have de- he made at the beginning of this session, stated
cided? W.hy.does be warn us that we must pay that, if be bad not believed it was the intention
~gard to these threats of overturning the Con- of the people of Kansas to carry that Constitu-
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tion into effect by force, and establish a Stare
Gor-ernment under it by force, be would not have
been disposed to interfere, for they had undoubtedly as good a right to petition, in that form, as
another portion of the people had to petition in
another form; bnt I should be glad to have gentlemen point me to the proof, in any part of the
proceedings in tbe Territory of Kansas, showing
that that people ever designed or expressed the
intention to estnblhh that Constitution and a
State Government under it by force. The very
first step they took disproves it. They sent it
here to Congress, and petitioned to be admitted
under it as a Ste.te. They chose a Legislature;
and "that Legislature met, but pd.SSed no laws;
i~ adjourned. It avowed, then, that its design
was uot a forcible one-not to establish a Stll.te
Government by force 1 but to establish it by the
weight of opinion in the Territoi-y, under an application to Congress to be admitted under it;
and yet this bas been alluded to over and o,er
again, more than once on this floor, and by th·e
~re~ideut himself and by other officials, M estab!1sh1og the fact, that there was rebellion existing
ID Kansas.
Sir, the adoption of that Topeka
Constitution, nnd the choice of State officers under it, and all they ever tlid, no more go to mnke
out rebellion against the constituted Government,
than would a town meeting called to pe.ss resolutions on the same snbject.
What is rebellion? It is a desire and an attempt to overturn a Government by forco. Rebellion does not consist in words; yon must have
forcible acts. It is not enough to express abhorrence of a Government; it is not enough to express detestation of the officers who carry on the
operations of Government; it is not enough to
call town meetings; it is not enough to frame
a Constitution and submit it to the people for
adoption; it is not enough even to pass laws under it, so long as there is no design to put them
forcibly in execution. The people of Kansas have·
done no more than this. On that ground Senators on this floor, and others, elsewhere, h~ve repeatedly charged, and the President echoes the
cry, that here is rebellion existing in Kansas ;
and the people are denounced as rebels against
the cons tituted authorities. Leaving out of the
case the foct that the 1'erritorial Go,,ernmeut was
a usurping Government in the beginning, ( a.s it
was,) and grd.ntiog it to be a legal one, still I aver
that there has been nothing done in reference to
the Topeka Constitution, from tbe beginning to
~be end, on which any man who values his opio!on as s. constitutional lawyer could predicate the
idea 0! rebel.lion. I said so the other day, and
I say 1t again ; and the charge is not proved
by long, labored, quotations from letters of Governor Walker. Governor Walker seems to be
very good authority with the President on one
point, ant! no autl:ority whatever with bim on
other points. When Governor Walker tells him
that a great majority of the people of Kansas are
opposed to this Constitution, be does not believe
him, for he does not refer to the fact. When
Governor Walker tells him there was fraud in
the arrangement made in reference to the State
officers, that should be corrected, he does not be-

lieve a word of it, nor do gentlemen here. When
Governor Walker tells him of the great frauds
that were committed at various precincts wbicb
have been spoken of by the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. WILSON] and others, he does not
believe a word of it. But he does refer to Governor Walker's letters, and makes ms.ny extracts
from them, to establish the fact of rebellion; but
they produce no such convictions-they prove
nothing of the kind. 'fake them from the beginning to the end, and they make out no forcible
resistance. Tbey are nothing but statements;
there is no fact on which to predicate them. The
country might understand, from the statements
thus made in detail, that the President really believed there was a dangerous rebellion in Kansas,
and that unless be interfered witll the troops of
the United States, the Government would be overturned I
It bas been remarked by my honorable friend
from Massacbnsetts, [Mr. WILSON,] that it will be
observed that these letters of Governor W a.Iker
were written immediately after his artival in the
Territory. Who was Governor Walker? A friend
of the Administra,tion, a leading Democrat, a
Southern man, with all his prejudices excited
agaiast the Free State people of Kansas, all bis
feelings and wishes in favor of adding to the
strength of the slave States, by making Kansas
aleo a slave State. He went there with these impressions; he carried them with him; he began
his administration with them; be carried them,
I am happy to say, not to the end. On arriving
there, whom does be meet? His associates are
the very persons who bave been practicing these
iniquities in Kansas. His suspicions are awakened, his mind is excited, and be looks upon all
these demonstrations as actually constituting a
rebellious disposition on the part of the people
of Kansas I
Wl:at are the proofs that be gives? They
amount to nothing. As I reme.rked on a former
occasion, one is that the people of Lawrence undertook to form a city government for municipal
purposes. They bad a right to do so; they did
so; and they put that government in operation,
not to be enforced on those who were unwilling,
but to be enforced with the consent of those who
agreed that it should be done, under the very
strong necessit,ies of the case. He looked 11pon
it as rebellion; be denounced it as rebellion ; and
they denounced bim in their turn. He did not undertake to pre\'ent them, and did not prevent them.
Again, another reason was the formation of a
military organization. For whe.t avowed purposes? For the purpose of protecting the poIlsa legal purpose, a constitutional purpose-a right
which arose from tbe constitutional right of the
people to bear •arms for their own protection,
which cannot be taken away from 't hem. Governor Walker said he believed that such was not
the design I Has there been any evi~ence that it
was not the design? It was the design avowed,
the only one; and yet this is all the proof we
have, coming from these statements, to establish
the charge made by the President of the United
States, that there was rebellion in Kansas which
called for the use of the military power.
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Si1-, there nro some things which the President oath has been prescribed by 'IVay of test to sopforgot to state-be forgot to state that the Gov- port certain measures of Government and certai.n
ernment of Kansa.s was a usurping GovernmenL laws, as a prerequisite to the right of ouffrage.
Did be not know that fact 7 The honorable SenIs it not ,veil known-does not the whole counator from Illinois, in bis speech, which we all try understand-that throughout the free States
remember, excused the President, or attempted there is the greatest abhorrence of tho fugitive
to excuso him, far not knowing and understand- slave law; that in many of those States thst act
ing what was the absolute meaning and intent has been held to be uncoostitutionrd; thttt a large
of tho organic act oi Kansas, or a ' certain portion portion of the people not only consider it unconor it, on the ground that he was absent from the stitutional, but n much larger portion consider
country at the time of its passage. He was ab- it oppressive and unjust, and derogntory to their
lent from the country at the time some of the rigbts? Is not that well understood? And yet,
events happened, of which I am speaking. Does when people from the free States ,vith these
any gentleman here undertake to deny that the feelings and im1>ressions present themtelves in
first Legislature was forced on the people of Kansas, and show that they ore qualified under
Kansa.s by a foreign invasion? Tho proof is in the organic act of Kansas and the laws of the
tbe record-it is in the record taken by the House Territory to exercise the right of suff'rijge as perof Representatives. Was not tbe President famil- sons, they !ind that the so-cnlled Legislature
iar with that? Ought he not, as a statesman, to which ordered the calling of a Convention have
have been familiar with that? Can he give any prescribed that no man shall vote, if challenged,
excuse for not knowing it? Ts it enough for the unless be takes an oath to support that very law,
President of the United States to come iuto oflice, which they knew perfectly well could not be
and say he does not know some of the leading taken without a violation of the conscience and
facts which have taken place within o very short honor of those who presented themseh•es.
period before his election and inauguration? No,
Is this takiag the sense of the people of Kansir, it is no excuse; and the President of the Uni- sas? Is ~his tho mode in which the President
ted States ought not to, and shall not, avail bim- would allow the people of Kans11s to express
eelfof it befor~ the people oftbe country. He does fairly tbeir views on the point, whether a Connot appear to know the other facts which I have vention should be called or not? This was the
stated, with reference to the disclaimer of the only Jl!Ode presented to the people of Kansas,
people who framed the Topeka Constitution, from and this is held out by the President to the peothe beginning, of any intention to subvert by ple of the country I\S sufficient lo entitle them
force the established Government of that Terri- fairly to express their opinions on tho subject
tory.
thus submitted to tllem. That is information
His next all~gRlion is a very singular one, and communicated lo tho conntry I
I pray Senators who hear me, as they are alit calls for more particular notice. Ile avers
that the sense of tbe people wns taken 011 the ready familiar with it, and those who are herequestion whether they would have a Convention after to consider it, to remember the fact, that
or not; and he bolds them accountable, there- the President further states, for our inform,ltion,
fore, for not voting on that question. Mark you, that the act passed for the election of delegates
he is now communicating information to ()on- was fair in its provisions. Why docs be not take
gress. This is one of the items which he commu- the tl'slimony of Governor Walker and )Ir. Stannicates, that the senso of the people of Kansqs ton on that subject? What fairness was there
was taken on the question of a Convention I in it? It provided for a census ond apportionWhat opportunity did they have to express that ment. As bas been stated, in that census and
sense? Could they express their sense on a appor,ionmeot, one-balf the people of the TerriConvention under tho force of the test oath that tory were exc-luded.
was applied to them? ls it not matter of not-0)Ir. COLJ.A11ER. That objection applies not
riety, is it not upon the book, is it not matter of to the law, b•1t to the execution of the law.
record, that, coupled with the right to vote on
Mr. FES::5EXDEN. I know tba~. He states,
the question of callini: 11 Convention, was pre- however, tb,1t they had n fair opportunity to act.
scribed an oath to be taken by every person who I am speaking of the result, and inquiring whether
should offer himself as a voter on that occasion? there was auy such fair opportunity as to entitle
What was that oath? It was stated by the Sen- him to consider the people of Kansas bound by
ator from Misi:ouri the other day. IL was an the rC$Ult which followed? I may have expressed
oath to support the Constitution of the United myself incorrectly, nnd I am obliged to my friend
States; to support tho organic act of tho Terri- for suggesting th,u this evil was uot in the law.
tory; and, beyond that, to support the fugitive The law mny bave been fair ou the outside. That
slave law. Now, sir, who in any country-I will is the argument; that all these l11ws h8'•e been
not say in any free country, but who in any fair, and a fLtir opportunity has been presented I
country-ever before beard of a tut oath as a My q,iestion is" ith reference to the opportunity i
prerequisite to the right to vote? I have beard wbat kind of opportunity was presented to the
of an oaLh administered at the polls to show a people of Kt1nsns to settle ~hat question? A!person's qualification-that be comes under the though a census nod apportionm(•ntiwcre providescription of per.ons who are allowed
vote-- ded for, it is perfectly 11otorious-nn'1 wo have
but l believe this is the first time in tho history testimony by which the PreEitlent is bound, beof any country where the people are allowed to cause it is the 1eslimony of bis own officials, of
exercise the right of suffrage at all, in which an Governor Walker nod Secretary Stanton; wo
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have their testimony to the fact.-tbal one-half the Senate. I hope they are equally familiai-';t~
the Territory of Kansas was entirely neglected the country. One of those Constitutions nut~orand unprovided for. r will not say one-half the ized Sin.very in tho ordinary form, pro,•iding"lllqi
people, because, perhaps, the counties thus omit- slaves might be brought into the Territory and
ted might not have been so populous as the rest; held there, but it nllowed tbe people to change
but the Pre,ident undertakes to sa.y, sneeringly, thnt Constitntion and that provision; tbe other
that it is no object.ion that a few scattered people prohibited the introduction of sla,·es into the
in the remote counties did not Yote. Sir, it bas 'l'trrilory, but it provided for the perpetuity of
been shown that a very large and important the Slavery that already existed there. Those
portion of' the 'l'erritory was not included in the there were to remain slaves, nod their children
census; and we know, moreover, as a fact wbich were to remain slaves to the remotest nge~, nnd
canaot be contradicted, nod bas not been, that the people were prohibited from changing that
even in the counties where the census was taken, provision at all.
rs it not the height of assumption-I will not
11 large number of the people were omitted; they
were not registered; there we.s comparntively a use a strnngor word with reference to the !'resi\"Cry small number registered; in fact, not one- dent of tile United States-to put upon paper, and
half tbe people of the Territory. That mailer send here, and before the country, the broad aswas ao conducted as not to present to the ma- sertion !bat the question of Slavery was submitjority of the people of the Territory ao opportu- ted to the people of Kansas? Sir, that question
nity of being heard on the election of delegates; never h11s been submitted to the people of Kanand yet the President undertakes to say to the sas. Nothing bas been submitted to that people
Senate, and to the Oouse of Representatives, and but a choice between two slaYe Constitutions,
to the world, in lhi3 manifesto which be bas put nnd, for my.life, I am unnble to tell wbicb was
forth, that here was a fair opportunity presented the worst of the two. Will any gentleman unfor the people of that Territory to select delegates dertake lo dernonstrnte to me the contrary? Je
of their own peculiar shades of opinion to 1;arry there any possibility of disputing the assertion,
out their own will and desire I It is a very curi- and did be not know· it? Had he not read those
ous kind of information be communicates. I sta- Constitutions? Ifad not his attention been en.lited that, in many respects, he bad forgotten facts ed to them ? Does he never read a newspaper?
notorious, a.ud in other thinga he had stnted as Is he not awaro of what is transpiring before the
facts things notoriously untrue; and I tbiuk I am country every day, And is admitted as a fact beborne out by the record in the assertions I have forn and by the people of the country? h is a
Urns made. Wby sh<l'llld be speak of the com- matter of astonishment to me, that a man occupani.tively few voters omitted? Did be know pying that eminent i;osition, speaking to the
bow maoy there were? He.s there been an.v country in a State paper, speaking in the face of
census taken of those voters in the Territory? papers which are to go upon the record, and by
Not at all. Whence does ho derh•e bis informa- which his truth, or hi~ neglect of it, may be adtion? It is a statement without book; an asser- judged, could hazard bis fome on nn assertion
tion without authority; an allegation without so utterly destitute of foundation, so eutirely opfJroof. What right ha$ he to come before the posed to fact-, us tbilr assertion.
Ile follows it up by the remark thut they had
country, and thus make an assertion which is not
a fair opportunity to settle the question of Slaupheld by any evidence from any quarter?
He makos another allegi.tion, which is well very. They could only vote, not to reject botb
worthy the serious notice of the country. It is these Constilutions, or one or the other, but they
could vote to choose between the two, proviJed
in a very few worda, and I will read it:
,:Tht quc•lfon o(~Javtry was aubmiued to nn elertion they would previoualy take an oath that they
of the peopl~ of Kan,..., on the :lht of Dee< mher last, in would support the Constitution which might
obcdie11c~ t,> tho mandate o(the Co11etitu1ion. Ht!re 1 bga.111 1 have the majority of the vot~s. A man opposed
a fair opportunity wo..s prr11ruted 10 the sdbert.Jll'- ol the
Topeka Co,u111itutio11. 1( they weTe 1he ma,joritr~ 10 dtcide to Slavery, believing it to be wrong, believing H
tlm, excitinf:"que!!,tion 1 in 1he1rown way,' nod thus restore to be unwise, belie,·ing it to be a curse to the
peace 10 tl1c di~lrac1ed Territory i bu1 they ugain refu111NI people among whom it exists, is presented with
10 e.x.-r<"h•e Lhdr right of Jlo1,uhl,r •overeigmy, and age.ju two Constituliona, and told that be may ,-ote for
tulf'i:red the election 10 pass br de(uutLn
one of them, provided be will take an ontb to
Fair opportunity to decide the question of Sia- support that which he believes in his secret soul
very I Why, sir, the President mar.es this alle- to be wicked, and at any rate he believes to be
gatiou on the whole facts before him-with the disnstrous to the community in which it is estnbConstilutious before him, which were submitted lished; and this is submitted on the word of the
to the people. Calmly and deliberately, in no President, on these facts, as a pre!entation fairly
argument presented to the people of this country, of the question of Sin very to thern, not only with
he comes before them and says, in his oflici11l reference to t!Je question presented, but to the
character, as comrnnnicnting information relath•e mode in which they were to act upon and deterto the state of the Union, that the question of mine it. I think it requires n wonderful degree
Slavery was fairly submitted to the people of Kan- of courage in any man, especially a man holding
ans oo the 21st of December. Did not tho Pres- the position which tho President of tho United
ident know that it was but a choice between two States bolds, to m&ke an assertion thus unfouods\ave Constitutions-two Constitutions, both of ed in fact.
which recognised and established Slavery in that
But1 sir be offers us some remedies· be offers
Territory? The f11cts are familiar to all of us in I tbe peopld of Kansas remedies. He tells us that,
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after all, if ibey do not like the Constitution,
t.bere is no difficulty in getting rid of it; that is
to say, that the Constitution may be ch1\Dged.
Do~s he not know, do we not know, is there a
man l\tnong us wl.to docs not understand, that
when that Constitution is once fastened on the
people of Kansas, it is next to impossible to get
rid of it for R series of sears, although a majority ml\y exist against it, except by violence? What
ha,·e we witne~sed? We have seen the votes of
two thousand five hundred people-for Secretary
Stanton soys that is about the number-or, at
most, three thousand people-in favor of Slavery,
outweigh and override the votes of ten thousand,
or twelve thousand, or fifteen thousand people;
I do not know how many, but four, or five, or
six times as many. We have seen this result
over and over again, produced by the act of their
officials. How easy is it for unscrupnlous men
to control the JJOlls, having the authority which
bns been exercised by those men there heretofore, and is exercised now! lf Mr. John
Oalboun and bis sssocintcs cun get majorities as be has obtained them recently, how easy
will it be for them, when in possession of all
the forms of la,v of which the honorable Senator from Georgia [Mr. Toovua] bas spoken, 1u1d
in possession of the Government, to control it
still I
Let us look at the operation of it for a moment.
A Legislat11re is to be elected. The judges of
the election ba'fe control of tho polls; the individuals de,irous of producing a certain result
!invc control of the election; tbeJ record the
\'"Otes ; they return the vote~; they make o.ny
number of them, as they have made any number
of them. What cb1rnce is there, then, to obtllin
11 Legislature which will submit the question of
a change of tho Constitution to the people? And
if it is submitted to the people, with the same
men having control of the polls who bad it before, or men actuated by the same principles,
what opportunity presents i~elf for a fair vote of
the people on it? The only remedy is revolution; sod the President knew it when be suggested the idea of changing the Constitution as
u remedy. The only remedy is the last resort lo
arms and physics! force; and "' bat chance would
the people of Kansas have then? '.!'he Governor
or the Legislature calls upon the Chief Magistrate of tho nation, and states to him that there
is domestic insurrection in Kansas. The troops
of the United States, of which my friend from
New York is so ready to vote an increase, are
under the co"trol of the President, and nt bis
command arc marched to Kansas for the purpose
of suppressing that insurrection. What is the
result? What opportunity, l ask again, would
the people of Kansas have under those circumstances to rid themselves, by a change of their
Constitution, of that which bad been tbus forced
upon them? None.
But the President makes another very singular
suggestion, one which shows his great regard
for Jaw, and bis great knowledge of the principles of la w. Ile suggests, as a remedy to the
people of Kans as, thnt after they have come into
the Union as a State, they will then have the

power to punish those who have committed these
frauds. It is very much like ~hutting the stable
door after the steed is stolen, if you can do it;
but this is the first time I b,we ever heard it
suggested by the Chief Magistrate of the nation,
that an a poat, facto Jaw could be passed, and
persons punished for committing frauds for which
there was no punishment at tho time they were
committed. What, sir, here are frauds commlttetl in the Territory of Kansas, and the President
tells us that it is very easy to get along wilb
them, because, after you are admitted as a State,
you may punish the persons who have committed these frauds I I should like to know of my
honorable friend from Louisiana, [Mr. B11NJAM1N,] with all bis scuteness and knowledge of
legal sod constitutional principles, in what mode
he would set about to do it? If you could do
it, it would nff'ord but a very poor satisfaction,
after the whole evil for which the frauds were
committed had been consummated.
The whole l\rgument of the Presideut is founded
on the idea that all the proceedings in Kanso.s
ba.ve been legal on the one side and illegal on
the other. I propose to examine that position.
If you read the messnge of the President carefully, you will see that that is the outline of tbe
whole. I t was the argument of the honorable
Senator from Georgia, [Mr. Tool1Bs,] the other
day, that here was legality on the one side and
illegality ou the other; und that, baviug these
two to choose between, of course be most sustain
that whic'i was legal. How does tbe President.
undertake lo establish it? In the 6r5t plaee, be
asserts that the organic law establishing the
Territory was in itself an enabling net. I suppose that J might as well leave this point to the
examination of the honorable Senator from lllioois, [lfr. DouoLAs.] He will deal with it, I
have no doubt, when the time comes; but l
think he must have been as much surprised as I
wns, when be found the President asserting, in
plain 11nd unmistakable language, that there was
no need of an enabling net from Congress, because the Kansas organic law itself provided
one. The idea is ne,v. I never beard it suggested until it was hinted at by t.be honorable
Senator from Missouri on a JJrevious occasion,
and he did not seem to make much of it; but
the President bas taken it up. I should like to
know of any Senator berl', whether the idea, as
tbus presented, is not one that comes upon him
by surprise, on the authority from which i~ eme.nates on this occasion.
Now, I wish to read tbis clause of the message
for another purpose, because tbere is something
remarkable about it:
"Thu thi• law recogni••d the ri~h1 of1be people ofth<>
Terri 1ory, w ilhout ,my enabti11g ac t frorn Co11gress. to
form a Stnte Constitlllion, is 100 de,u- for nrgomeut. Ff\r
Co11tre~:! 'to 1e.avt 1he ~C'lpl,. of th~ 'lerri1or)· f)f'r ecdy
free-,' in frflming thei r Com11 nution. ' to for111 u11<l.reguh1to
tlu•ir dome!'ltiC in"-ti101ion& iu 11Jeir own"'">' ~uhJ,•ct only
to 1h,. Con~titu1ion of1hfl l ~niu~d
• und t.ten 10 1-!0.Y
1hal th.-,y should not be permi11ed 10 1•roceefl aud frame 11
Cons1i1utiou in their own wayl,-A~ithoui an expre~.•ulhori•
t)' from Coug,tas, Appear, to e alino,t a contr acl1ction in

lt>rms."

Be iL remarked that, in order to establish this
position, tho President is obliged to interpolate
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words into th11t clause or the organic act, which
are not round in it originally. Those words nrt\:
"in framing their Constitution." 'rhere nre no
sucb words in the act. Undoubtedly, if that
clause ha.d provided tbM the people might, in
framing their Constitution, have arrnnged their
institutions to suit themselves, the idea might be
supported; but the words are not in the criginal
provision. He assumes that they are. Ile makes
the interpolation, and then drnws his own inference from that interpolation thus introduced into
the organic act.
)fr. BROWN. Jf the Senator from Maine will
allow me, J will, in that connection, show that
the author of the Kansas bill puts precisely the
same interpretation on it which the President
does. In the report made to Congress on the 12th
of March, 1856, by the Senator from Illinois, I
find this language:
"Is nol the orguulintion of a Territory en1inen1Jy nece,1ary and proper, a-. a mean, o( enabling tht- pt•ople thert>•

of\o form and mould their Jocul and l.lome!lttic institution~.

and ~11rnbhsh a S1e.1e Oovernmcm under 1he auihoril)' of
the r.011fUtu1ion. preparatory to us admi,uion into the
Uuion?,,

I read from page 4 of the report, io which it is
stated to be emioenUy proper and necessary for
two purposes : first, to enable them to regulate
aod mould their institutions to suit themselves;
sud, second, to fonn a Constitution, preparatory
to their admission into the Union. If the author
of the bill put that interpretation on it in a report made to Congress, I see no great harm in tbe
President putting the same construction on it. l
think it 1rns the true interpretation.
lli. FESSEXDEX. It makes no dilference to
me what construction the Senator from Illinois
put on that act M any time. I do not, however,
agree with the Senator from :Mississippi, that the
language be has read carries any such idea with
it; but l shall leave it to the Senator from Illinois, if he chooses, to settle that q11estion with
the Senator frotn illississippi, aod witb the President. What I hM·e to do is to comment on what
the President says. I say that it is a new idea,
never before suggested in my hearing, ( and I believe J have beard this controversy from the beginning,) that the organic law was to be construed
as an enabling act, until it comes authoritath·ely,
for the first time, from the President of the United
States.
I do not blame him in ooe sense; it was nece~sary to his argument; without it, that argument
fails; but, in another sense, I do bhune him
for it, nod that is this: in undertaking to quote
the language of a clause in a law of Congress, T
think be should not interpolate words into it
which are not there, and bold out the idea that
those words actually exist, or are clearly and distinctly implied, when there is nothing in the act
it-self to authorize anything of that description.
Let me read this clause. It bas been read some
thousands of times before, but perhaps it cannot
be read too often-I mean the clause following:
"Jr being the true intent and mraning o( this act. not to
le-::i•hue Slavery mto any Tcrruorr or StRte, nor to er•
chide it th('re:rom, but to leave, 1he. people thereof~l-

Here the President inserts "in framing their

Constitution," hut II in framing their Cons!itv.tion II is not there-

- " perfec1l}· free 10 (nrm and reeulate thcu dome~tic in•
c.titotion, 1n 1hear own way, subject 011I)· to 1he Con~litu•

tion of the United 81a1eo11.1'

It is very plain that it was not intended that
this should be an enabling act; because, if it
bad been so intended, it would have been so specifically stated. The words II in framing their
Constitution II would have been insert<'d. At
any rate, some particular portion of that act
would have been found, in which tho authority
was specifically g iven to the people of Kansas to
frame a Constitution under it, and under that
Constitution to nsk admission into the Union ;
but nothing of that kind is found. Ts it possible,
can anybody bclie.-e, that the Congress of the
United States, in framing a law to organize a
Territory, and intending by thnt law to confer on
the people of the Territory the power to frame a
Constitution, and under that Constitution to come
into the Union, would ha,·e left it t-0 be inferred
from lnnguage which, in fact, conveys no such
idea? Tho iden is preposterous. Again, Ire all
koow that nothing of the kind was e,·er suggested in any debate that took place on tbnl
occasion. Xobody supposed tbst under tba t
organic act there was authority conferred to
frame II State Constitution, preparatory to a, 1mfasion into the Union. '!'here is nothing in t he
terms of the provision which I ha,·e read, no thing in the terms of the act anywhere, wb ieh
could lead to the conclusion that any such authority was either given or intended to be g iven
in any manner wbA.tever.
I should like to ask any mnn, and the President
of the United Stntes particulnrly, who con tends
that this is an enabling act, of what benefit iM that
clause 11re the words,'' subject only to the C oustitution of the United States," if the clause was intended to say, and only to say, to the people of the
'l'orritory of Kansas, "you are at liberty, when
you frame a Conatitotion, preparatory for admission into the Union, if you choose, to fro me) our
domestic institutions in your own way? '' Of wbnt
benefit, let me ask, is it, to ndd at the cr\d of the
sentence, "provided you do not in nny manne,:r
contravene the provisions of the Constitutio11 ot
the United States 7" Must not the Sll\te Constitution, when rramed, come before us? Must t
not be presented to us for our action, and if the -c
ia a provision in it contrary to the Constituthm
of the United St,.tes, have we not power to rej1o.et
it? The very fact that the words "subject o.1ly
to the Constitution of the United StMes" .:ire
left in the act, goes to prove m?St conclosinly,
beyond all dispute, that the object was nola to
confer on the people of Kaneas that authority
when they were forming their Constitution,. but
to confer on them that au(hority 10 he exerd.iEed
while they were a 'l'erritory, and wilh refe.i:mce
to their Territorial institutions alone. The people
of a. Torritory may very well be thus limited
while they remain a 'l'erritory. While they l\rC
,lcting nuder their orgnnic law, framing i!IStitntions to regulate themselves at thal time confining themselves to thnt, it may be very good
sc:nse to say, tbnt wpile you are thus a "rer1i, ...
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tory, you shall frame no institutions that are
contrary to the ConsUtut,ion of the United States;
but if it was conferring on them the authority to
form a Constitution, of what use is it to sayare not the words thrown away, as perfectly inoperative-" subject to the Constitution of the
United States?" that is, you may make a Con1titution, but it must be such a Const.itution a-s
does not contravene the Constitution of the
United States. That very clause shows that it
was not intended as an enabling act.
It was not considered to be an enabling act.
I should like to ask the honorable Senator from
Georgia, if he considered it an enabling act, why
be so soon afterwiirds introduced a bill into this
body, which was passed by the Senate, to enable
the people of Kansas to form a State Constitution? Was that construction put on it at the
celebrated meeting at the house of the Senato1·
from Jllinois, when that enabling act was agreed
upon, to be reported to Congress, and to be carried
through Congress, if possible? Was it supposed
that the organic act itself cont.lined an enabling
,act, rendering that unnecessary, and that under
it ib.e people of the 'l'erritory of Kansas might
forward end form a State Constitution, prepa,ratory to being admitted into the Union? Jt
ws-s not the construction placed on it by the
De1nocratic party, by the friends of the bill; and
the honorable Senator from Georgia thinks the
friends of tho bill are those who alone are competeut to understand and construe it, nnd that
nobody else can understand it properly. I point
bis attention, therefore, to his own construction,
and ~l .,sk him if be considered that clause of
-ibe Of\~anic act on which I have been commenting, and on which the President oommented, and
int-O which he interpolated the words of which I
.have spoken, as an enabling act, authorizing the
people o f Kansas to frame a State Constitution?
Mr. TbO llBS. I will answer the q11estion with
pleasure. I did not then, do not now, and never
have so considered it. Nor do I consider an enabling act necessary. I think it oftentimes a con11':enie.?lt mode. I >LCt with or without it, according to the circumstances of the case.
.Mr. FJ~SSENDEN. I nm very happy to get
-i;bat admission from the Senator from Georgia.
It is made with bis customary frankness and
clearness. Having admitted it, I propose to ask
him another question. If it was not an enabling
act, wbeoo does he get the -legality of all these
proceedings of the Legislature of Kansns? If
they had no authority conferred on them by Congress to cnll a Convention for the purpose of
framing a Constitution, preparatory to the admission of thet Territory into the Union as a State,
where d oes the legality or their action come
from 7
Mr. TOOMBS. The 'Territorial Legislature.
Mr. l<'ESSENDEN. What authority had they?
They had no such authority conferred on them.
They might call a convention to petition; they
could uo& make it binding. Unless Congress
confers the authority on a particular Legislature
to do that very act, what authority bas that
Legislnture more than another? What can they
do but petition 7 What can . they do but recom-

mend? The authority is not given them; they
must derive it from somebody. True, they ban
power to legislate; but this is not a proper subject of legislation, unless tbe authority is conferred on them to make it binding. 1,Iy answer to
the whole of the President's argument on that
point, and to the argument of the Senator from
Georgia on that point, is, that if this is not an
enabling act, (which the Senator from Georgia
admits it is not,) then there is no more legality
in the act of the Legislature of Kansas, in callh1g
a Convention, than there is in the act of the
people of Kansas calling the 'fopeka Convention.
They can do it in the one form or the other, provided they do it peaceably; and yet on tbat the
whole argument is predicated. The President,
or the person who drew this message, whoever
be may have been, saw the difficulty. It was a.
part of his object to show and to convince the
country that here was legality on one side and
illegality on the other; and therefore he interpolates the words of which J have spoken into
this provision of the organic law, and says, after
that interpolation, that the organic law is itself
an enabling act. If correct in that, he is correct in bis cnnclusion. The Senator from Georgia says he is not correct. [ agree with the Senator from Georgia, and therefore, M I think, the
conclusion does not follow. There is no legality in it; that is to say, there is no l>ioding
legality.
What right bad the Legislature to a ct conclusively on !,hat subject-to say, "We appoint a
place of meeting at such a time; tbe people_n!
Kansas may come and vote at such a time; and
we prescribe a t est oath to those who may choose
to vote on the question of calling a Convention?"
Who gave them authority to make that test oath,
and apply it to the people of Kansas? Where
did they get it? It is precisely as much rebellion as was the formation of the Topeka Constitution, against the constilllted Government,
a lthough done by the Legislature. This Legislature-having no such authority conferred on
them, not b,tving the right to ca.II a Convention
given them by the original organic law-undertake to say that at such a day, and such an hom·
of the day, the people of Kansas shall vote on
the question of whether a Con-vention shall he
called to make a Constitution, and only such persons as take a particular kind of oath shall he
allowed to vote. Where did they get the authority to make any such rule? From the organic
law? No, says the iilcnator from Georgia; no,
say I; and no, must every man say who is not at
liberty to do as tho President bas-and that is, to
interpolate into that clause the words, " in framing their Constitution," and thus to make ont
the argument. The whole foundation of bis
argument fails; and therefore his allegation, that
here has been legality nu one side and illegality
on the other, fails. I aver th'at the Topeka Constitution is as legal as that-as legal in its form,
as legal in its inception, as legal io all the steps
that have been taken with regnrd to it, in every
particular; as much within the purview of the
power of the people under that clause in the
organic law, as the action of the Legislature.
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I deny the legality the first Legislature, as I being abhorrent to a large portion of the people
stated ; and I deny, too, the asser tion of the hon- of Kansas? Why place the question in that
orable Senator from Georgia, that it has ever been form? If it was the will of the people, if they
admitted or recognised by Congress. I say it had any idea that a majority pf the people of
has never been recognised in any shape or form. Kausas would sustain it, why not submit the
The Senator appealed to the fact that at the Inst question fai rly to tho people of Kansas, without
session of Congl'ess, in the general appropriation any of those restrictions? It is not a sufficient
bill, we made a pro,-ision for the payment of the answer to satisfy my mind, to say that all legal
Legislature of Kansas. Congress, at the pl'evious forms ha,•e been complied with. Why was it not
session, refused to make that apprnpriation. doue?
When we made it at the last session of Congress,
Another answer is made in the tbnnder tonee
it applied only to a future Legislature. It applied of the last vote of the people of Kansas, when,
to the one now in ex"istence. It could not go into the question being submitted to them by the Legisoperation until the beginning of the fiscal year, fast lature now existing in that Territory, they thl'eW
July, going forward to next July. The firstLegis- a majority of over ten thousand votes against that
latnre had become defunct; it had ceased to per- Const.itntion I ls that no answer? Sb all we not
form its functions; a new one was to be elected, receive it as proof?
and, that fact being kuown, Congress made proThe honorable Senator from Georgia, on this
vision for its payment--not for the last one; that particular matter, said, in answer to the inquiry
has not been made to this day; and under a law which I now make, why the present Legislature
of Congress, which the chairman of the Commit- might not rep118.I the Convention law, or mjght
tee on Finance well understands, the President not order a new vote to be taken on the Constic,mnot apply money thus appropriated for the tution, ~o ascertain what is tbe will of the people
service of the current yes.r, from last July until of Kansas, that i ts power was exhausted. Wbat
t he next July, to the ps.yment of a preceding power was exhausted? Whore do they get any
debt for n Legislature whoso term of office had power on the subject? He admits that they had
expired.
no power from the Congress of the United States.
But admitting the legality of the Legislature, There was no enabling act; no power to frame
usurping though it was, and admitting also that a Constitution had been conferred on them, from
it had been recognised by Congress, nothing fol.- any quarter whatever ; and yet he says the power
lows, except that its action was advisory. So was wns exhausted. The power that they assumed
the action of the Topeka Legislature. The peo- was exhausted; but, if it is in the power of &
pie were not bound by one more than the other; le)l'al Legislature of Kansas to call a Convention,
one was not more rebellious than the other; one and have tho action of the people on a portion
had as much force as the other, because the sub- of the Constitution, is it not in the power of
stratum, the authority from Congress to theLegis- another Legislature of the same 'l.'erritory of Kania.tu re to call a Convention, and prescribe rules for sas to call a meeting of the people, in due form,
that Oonveution, was wanting.
to pass upon another question connected with
If I am right in this position, the only question the same subject, and the whole subject? If he
that remains is, does it fairly represent the peo- had shown us where the power was del'ived
pie of Kansas? Does the vote, taken under these from, if he had shown that the Congres, of tho
circumstances at that particular period of time, United States had ever conferred any power on
represent the will of the people of Kansas, fail'ly the Legislature of Kansas to act on that q uescxpressed? I have commented on that. It is a tion, it would be one thing; but denyiog that,
question of fact, nnd if is a question of fact for and admitting that no such authority was conus to settle; and we are ,10t precl llded by the as- ferred, ho yet says, in answer to a question put
sertion that here i~ legality on one side and ille- by the honorable Senlltor from Wisconsin, [Mr.
gality on the other. Have the people of Kansas, Doott'l'l'LE,] the power was exhausted. I should
by any act of theirs, onder any circumstances, at like to have him, or some other Senator, show
any time, manifested clearly to the Congress of me, and show the country, whence was the dertho United States their desir6 that the Lecomp- ivation of this power; aud to answer the queston Constitution should be accepted, a-nd that tion derisively, if they had none conferred on
they should come into the Union as a State un- them, how they could exhaust that which the;v
der it? That is the question submitted to us as never possessed? and why the existing Legislathe tribunal to decide it. What have we against ture bas not the same right and authority to put
it? What have we to reply? To what facts can the question to the people of Kansas, that the
we appeal, as an answer to any allegation that it previous Legislature had ?
was so? We have in t he first place the admitted
The President and the honorable Senator from
unfairness and dishonesty of the w.hole proceed- Georgia agree on one point, and that is, as to
ings from the begiun_ing. I hRve adverted to I who aro the people; and I agree with them. The
them, and they are m,itter of history. If it was people, in the language of this law, and as we
supposed that they would fairly re;iresent the will understand it with reference to suffrage, are those
of the people of Kansas, (and H was designed people who are legally qualified to \"Ole. Such
they should,) why not submit the whole Coustitu- questions, I s.lso agre.e with them, are not t~ bo
tion fairly to them? Why present to them two settled in mass meeting and without form, bnt
~lave Constitutions, and bid them take their choice are to be settled in due form by those who have
between those two? Wby accompany those two the authority to exercise the right of suffrage.
with an oath to support one or the other, both But this statement, which wall argued at ~nch
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length, and which nobody would ever think of the test oath bas been repealed. A portion of it
denying, avoi/ls the true question at issue. The might have been repealed, but the whole of it
question at issue is, whether a fair opportunity was not.
has been accorded to this very people to exercise
Mr. COLLAi\fER. That portion requiring an
the ri~ht of suffrage on this question ; and that oath to support the fugit.ive slave law bad been
the President and the Senator from Georgia, who r epealed.
undertakes to defend tbe message, have not disMr. .FB;SSENDEN. That was part of the test
cussed at so much length. They assume it; oath. That may have rendered it more odious ;
they take it for granted; we deny it. What is but still the objection lies to the principle, that
tbe argument to sustain it? Simply that, in as- no Government in the world, such as ours, actcertaining the will of the people, in the form ing under a republican form, bas a right to
prescribed, at the time prescribed, with refer- establish any tes t oath at all, with reference to
ence to tbe Lecompton Constitution, all the the exercise of the right of suffra.ge, or go any
forms of law prescribed by the Legislature have further than adopt socb measures as are neces •
been complied ,vith. I dislike, exceedingly, to ~ary to show that a man is qualified to vote.
hear, as the sole answer t0 such allegations, that That was the next step.
the thing was formally done.
A census was taken, in due form, not incluThe honorable Senator from Georgia is an ding one-halfofthe people of the Territory. Next,
eminent lawyer, and be knows that to be no an- the members of the Convention forfeited their
swer in courts of law. It is no answer to an al- pledges. What were those pledges? If we ma.y
legation. of fraud, to say that the forms have been trust to .w hat bas been cited here, and not concomplied with; and, as a matter of history, we t.radicted, a large proportion of the members of
know tha~ there is no more dangerous mode of the Convention pledged themselves to submit the
atta-cking the liberties of a people, than under whole Constitution to the people. These pledges
the forms of law. It hA.S been well remarked were broken; and I heard a very singular excuse
that, for hundreds of years, Rome was a tyran- given for this the other day, by the honorable
ny, exercising at the same time the forms of re- Senator from Mississippi, [Mr. B1towi:,,J who said
publican institutions. Tyrants al ways keep up tbat their constituents had released them from
the forms ns long as they are able, when defraud- their pledges-that they bad been released by the
ing the people of their rights, because in that people to whom they had given them. I should
manner they are 1\ble to prevent, perhaps, that like to kno1v how or in what form that release
outbreak which would follow a resort to abso- was gh'eu. They 11eld themselves out to the
lute physical force. Obarles the First Jost his peopl~, on paper, pledging their honor that, if
head for tyrannizing under the forms of law; elected delegates to the Convention, they wonld
James, bis son, lost his throne for the same rea- submit the Constitution to the people. They
son ; and our ancestors wrested this country refused to do so-they forfeited their word after
from Great Britain for attempting· to tyrannize they were elected. Having been elected, they reover them under the forms of law. Yet this is fused to perform their promise. lt is charged
the only answer that is made-" here is a legal on them, and the excuse is, that those to whom
form." The Legislature thus forced on the peo- they made the promise r eleased them from tho
ple of Kansas assumed to appoint o. time for a obligation ot' keeping it.. I should like to ask
Convention to provide a mode of voting; and the honorable Senator from Virginia, (Mr. M,1.that Convention assumed to make a Constitution. SON,J with bis high sense of honor, (and [ believe
They assumed to put it to the people; they pre- it is higher with no man ,) whether be could be
scribed their own forms, and followed out their excused from an obligation th us given in wriown manner of doing it; a nd now, when we ting, by any individuals who might come to him,
~ome forward and say, that from the beginning and say, "We do not bold you to it; party purto the end they designed to defraud and did poses require a little different disposition." Hondefraud the people of Kansas,. the answer is, on1ble men never would ma.ke such au e::i:cuse
"We cannot go into that subject, for it was all for breaking tbeirword ofhenor thus given. So
done under legal form." My reply is a very loug as there was a single voter who threw his
simple one: that fraud vitiates everything.
vote for me, or might have thrown bis vote for
Wbat were these forms? Let us enumerate me, on my written word or my spoken word that
them in distiuc, order, so that they may be un- I would act in a particular manner, I should
derstood by the people. A Legislature was forced deem myself base if f could retain the oiice thus
on the pepple of Kansas, in due form, by a Mis- bestowed on me, and at the same time refuse to
souri invasion. Does the honorable Senator from redeem the pledge th,,t I bad made.
Missouri (I do not see him iu his seat) want
'rbe next step that was ~aken under the forms
proof of that? 'l'he proof is found in tbe records of law was to present two slave Constitutions,
of the committee of the House of Representa- (as I have before sbated,) and tell the people of
tives that investigated the subject. Nobody bas Kansas they might take their choice between
undertaken to deny it. '!'he Legislature acted them, provided they would swear to support the
without legs.I right, as I have demonstrated, bot one which might get the majority of votes.
in due form, in appointing a Convention, but
The last step in this proceeding, under the
they prescribed a test oath, which rendered it forms of law, was to return s ix or seven ttiouBand
unavailing. My honorable friend from Vermont, votes as cast 011 the Constitution en the 21st of'
who sits beside me, (Mr. CoLLAM1rn,] informs me December, when it is satisfactority shown that
,that I am mistaken on that point, and be says no more than two or three thousand were thrown.
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Does any Senator ask me where I get my authority for this? I get it from the same authority to
which the President appeals to show that there
was rebellion in Kansas-Governor Walker and
Seeretary Stanton. They say ie, and nobody
undertakes to dispute it.
Now, all these forms having been complied
with, pledges having been forfeited, the question
not ·submitted, and a cheat in the vote, wl are
told that legality is all on one side, and illegality
on the other, and we are bound to take the result; in other words, that this is a legal ratification. That is the principle laid down, and it
amounts to this: that because it has never been
submitted, therefore it has been legally 'l.dopted- a logical conclusion to which I am entirely
unable to give my assent.
What is the reply which is made to the allegation of fraud? The honorable Senator from
Georgia makes it. His reply is, that it must be
investigated in the proper place. What is the
proper place? Is not this the tribunal? Where
is tbe question to be settled, if not here? Are
not we the tribunal to settle the question whether
Kansas shall be admitted as a State under this
Constitution? Are not we the tribuual to settle
whether the watter bas been fairly submitted to
the people of Kansas, and whether they have
adopted the Constitution? rt comes before us
for action. If a better tribunal than this can be
found to sett.Je the question definitely, I wish the
honorable Senator had pointed it out.
The votes on the Constitution are returned to
Mr. John Calhoun. He-is the man~who forfeited
his pledge; he is the man who broke his word;
h e is the man who promised to submit this Constitution to the people of Kansas, and refused to
do so. The votes are to he returned to him ; be
d eclareg thew; be claims no power to go behind
the returns; nod he is the person to mnke a conclusive return on this subject. When we wish
to in qui re into the truth of these allegations,
and judge whether this Constit~tion does fairly
express the will of the people of Kansas, is it
enough to reply, "the question bas been settled
by Mr. Calhoun, and he is the proper tribunal;
and the Congress of the United States, in deciding
whether or not Kansas is to come iuto the Union
as 11. State, has no right to inquire whether a fraud
bas been committed or not, or whether the will
of the people of Kansas bas been expressed or
not?" I i-eply again, that the Senator from
Georgia, for be is an eminent lawyer, well knows
the principle that fraud vitiates everything, no
matter what. It vitiates the record of a court of
law. It sets aside a judgment. 'fhis is claimed
as a j udgment of the people of Kansas; a judgment, that is conclusive by "irtue of the decision
that ha-s been made there by a person who is a
party to tbe whole thing. It is claimed as a
judgment. We ask to go behind it, and inquire
into it. Tt is said "1"0 aro precluded. On what
principle? Not on the principle of law, for if
fraud will "itiate the record of a court, and enable any proper tribun11l to inquire into it, l wish
to know wby fraud will not vitiate an election,
as bas always been held from the foundation of
the Government to the present, time, when that

election is brought before the very tribunal which
is appointed by the Constitution to settle the
question?
My conclusion, then, Mr. President, on all this
matter, is, simply, that the President of the United States, in sending this communication to us,
his written argument, bas deliberately chosen t.o
omit the most importunt fact.s in the case, as well
known to him, or which should bave been as well
known to him, as any man; for be cannot plead
ignorance. They are facts apparent on the record-palpable, plain, unmistakable. He has
omitted to state them, and he has stated others
which are disproved by the record accompnnying the message. It has been shown over and
over again, beyond all power of contradiction,
and I take it few men can be found with hardihood to deny it, that the vote of December 21st,
on the Constitution, does not express the will of
the majority of the people of Kansas. The attempt is merely to estop us, and to say that, by
virtue of the success of these fraudulent practices, tho people of Kansas have no right to inquire into the matter. Sir, I deny the principle.
It exists neither in law, nor in equity, nor in legislation, nor anywhere where truth and justice
prevail. Therefore, what I have to say in reference to that matter is, that considering tbe question in that point of view, this Constitution presents itself to wy wiud as an outrage, deliberately
planned, followed up remorselessly, and perhaps,
from the indications we have had, designed to be
carried through and imposed on the people of
Kansas. All I ha"e to say is, that it will meet
with my resistance, feeble as it may he, here, so
long as I am authorized to act on it, under the
forms of the Constitution of the United States.
Sir, I have considered tliis question so far
wholly with reference to the simple point whether, in the exercise of what is called popular sovereignty in Kansas, there has been any adoption
by the people of that Territory of the Constitntion thus presented. That is only one branch of
the remarks which I int"6nded to present to the
Senate, and the Senate will pardon me if, on
this occasion, I go a little further, and treat of
what I believe to be still more impor tant, at any
rate, as important, and, as affecting my mind as
materially; with reference to th~ whole subject.
I have presented the question on the ground of
popular sovereignty. The party to which I belong have rejected tbe idea of popular sovereignty
in the Territories, from the beginning. We do
not reject the idea that the people have a right
to rule. We admit it in our principles and our
practice: bnt we have rejected the idea that
Congress bad a right to change tbe whole form
in which it bad been accustomed to exercise
authority over the Territories of the United
States, and lay those Territories oifen to Slavery
wb,en they were free, under the name of giving
the people the right to prescribe their own institutions in their own way. Since this doctrine
of popular sovereignty bas been forced on ussince it has been adopted, to a certain extentwe have been compelled to yield to it. We
were in hopes, that e\'en in the exercise of that
principle, of the right which it was said the
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people had to frame their own institutions, Kansas would be a free State. We sympathized
with it, in the hope that it would be available.
We took it as the shipwrecked m!Lriner takes the
first plank on which he can lay bis hand in order
to escape death. The boon \Vas apparently held
out, if it ,va.s a boon, to the people-the right to
settle what their institutions should be by their
own popular vote. We rejected it when offered,
because we believed it \Vas a breaking down of
the landmarks which Congress had adopted with
reference to the Territories, and establishing a
principle that would carry ch-ii war and Slavery
mto the Territories. Our predictions in that
particular have been verified.
. Why_ h~ve we rejected it; why have we repudiated it m regard to the Territory of Kansas?because in the remarks \Vhich I have to make. I
confine myself to that. I answer for myself when
I say that I repudiated it because, to me, the circumstances nuder which it was introduced were
eu_ch 9:s to lead to the conclusion that, in my
mmd, 1t \VOuld make no difference even if the
whole people of Kansas had adopted a Constitut ion which recognised Slasery. I expressed my
sentiments on that subject on a former occasion
very distinctly; aud if I may be excused for doing
so, although I am ordinarily averse to attempting
to repeat myself, I wish to refer to what I said
when the Kansas-Nebraska bill was under con11ideration, aa the ground which I hold at the
present time. I said then:

'' Ir ~entlemen ~xpect to quiet all these comrovec,ie~ by
o.dopung what mr cons tituents now conside r, and very
well con~ider, au am of gross wrong, under whutever
p~ete!lCe l~ may be, whe 1her on lhe ground of the unconghtutionaltty of the forme r a r.t, or aoy other. after having
reiiletl so long satis6e d with it let me tell the m thal this
i n my judgment, i8 the beginni'ng oflhcir troubles. I ca~
aus~--:er for one individeml.

r have avowed

my owu op-

e oslltof,.to S lavery . and I nm as strong in it as my friend

1romOb10, [Mr. "\V..w&.] 1 wish 10 ga y, again, that 1 do
not .mean •~al 1 J1ave any of the particular fee ling on the
• u.bJee1 whlch gem leme1, have called 'sickly se111iment•

alaty,'. bu_1. 11 th~s _ma,ter_is to be pue.hed beyond who.t the
Constllnllon nng rnally_ ~nteucted ii; if, for political purp(!ses, and_ wuh a_ polurcal de;;-ign 3nd effcct-becnnse
1 · u1 a polmcnl design i1ud effoct-w·e a re to be clrive11 to
th~ "'.Vall by legh>huion here, let me tell geullemen that

th1~ 1s not th~ IASl they will hear of1he question. Terri,o:ie:s are not Stntes, and if this res triction fa repealed
with regard to thn.t Territory-it is not yet in the Union,
aud yo11 may be pr,_.Jlared to understand that. with the
asse,n_of the free States, in my judgmem, it i1eve·r will
c>Ame 11Ho the Un1on, exc,·pt with exclusion of Slavecy.1:-.Appendix lo Congr&sio-nal Globe, vol. 29, p. 32:".?.

I took the ground then, that if the Missouri
restriction were repealed, and this Territory,
which had been dedicated to Freedom, throwll
open to the incursions of Slavery, for the purpose,
11s I believed thell, and believe uow, of making a
slave State of it, it was not the last of my opposition; that if it presented itself in my day
with a Consti<;ution allowing Slavery, I should
oppose its adiliission as a State. I am willing to
go further now, and say that, viewing it as I did
at the time, and as I do now, to he au outrage,
to be a. breach of compact, to be II repeal of that
restriction for the purpose of making slave Statos
out of Territory which \Vas before dedicated to
Freedom, I hold myself at liberty to contest it,
now and at all times hereafter. Establish Slavery
in that State, if you please, by force or fraud, for

nothing but force or fraud can do it; and the
result with rega.1·d to myself is, that on that subject, I hold the liberty to agitate, I shall hold the
liberty to agitate, and I will agitate, so long a$
a single hope remains that Slavery may be d1·ivcn
from the Territory thus stolen, robbed, from Freedom. I have no hesitation on that point; I am
pertj;ctly willing to a.vow it now and before the
conn try. While I say now, as I h,we said before,
that uith regard to the slave States of tbis
Union, I would not, if I could, interfere with their
institutions; while I hold that under the Constitution of the United States we have no right
to interfere with them directly, and that under
the laws of morality we have no right to do indirectly that \Vhich we have no right to do directly; aad while I am willing they should enjoy
all the benefit they can get from their institution,
undisturbed by me, here, henceforth, and forever,
as long as they may choose to embrace it; with
regard to this Territory, which has once been
dedicated to Freedom by a solemn compact, and
which has been st-0len from Freedom by the
repeal of the Missouri compromise, and ,vhere
Slavery has now ))eeu forced on the people by a
series of outrages such as the world never saw11 man can hardly imagine the gross character of
the~e outrages-I bold myself free from all obligation. Force it there jf you will; force in this
Constitution if you please; hut T hold myself
absolved, so far as the Territory is concerned,
from a ll obligation to receive it.
I was commenting on the idea of what was
called popular sovereignty, and was about to say
that I considered it at the time, and no,v consider
it, a mere pretext. It w11s a mere excuse for the
repeal of the Missouri restriction. It was designed, in my judgment, and I stated it deliberately, for the purpose of making Kansas a slave
St.q,te. This was denied ; it was denied indignantly on this floor. I have been myself rebuked
for undertaking to question the motives with
which the act was done. Sir, I appeal to the recorded speech of the honorable Sena.tor from
South CarolilJa, [Mr. EY,u1s,] who stated, in substance, subsequent to the passage of the act, that
it was designed to make Kansas a slave State.
I appeal to the speech made by a Northern man,
I regret to say a Representative from Pennsylvania, in the other House, who said, substautially, tbat it was designed to give Kansas to
Slavery, as a. sort of offset to who.t we obtained
in California, south of the line of 36° 30/. I
appeal, moreover, as proof conclusive, to the
facts which took place at the time; to the nature
of the bill; to the want of necessity for the
passage of any such act for any other purpose;
and to the peculiar provisions of the bill, which
so hemmed in Kansas, and hedged it 11hoat with
slave territory, that, apparently, it was impossi ble for the people of the free States to make
their entrance into it.
What else could have been meant by the repeal
of the Jlf.issouri restri0tion? I know some gentlemen said, " it is a matter of feeling with us;
we do not think anything will come of it." It .
was answered with the manifest reply, "will yon
set the country in a blaze from one eod to the
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other, merely upon a point of honor; for a thing
that you do not intend or wish to avail yourselves of?" If it could be rendered more manifest by anything that could be appealed to, it
was proved by every after transaction with reference to the matter; it was proved by the forcible invasion ; it was proveu by that series of
outrages to which I have referred; and now, at
this day, nobody undertakes to deny what we
then charged.
I say, therefore, that this popular sovereignty
idea was a pretence. It was held up to the people
for a short time, as, in fact, the main thing to be
accomplished by the bill. The honorable Senator from Georgia, the other day, undertook to
say, here in his place, that he was familiar with
that provision, and that it was not introduced
for any such purpose, but simply for the purpose
of exclucliug a conclusion ; that is to say, that
there were some gentlemen who held there was
danger, if you repealed the compromise, that the
old French and Spanish laws would be reinstated,
and that Slavery thereby would be established in
Rao.sas, and that this clause was put in merely
for the purpose of negativing that conclusion.
That is not so, because, if you appeal to the bill
itself, the very next provision settles that matter,
namely:
' ' Prrn,ided, That nothing herein coritained shnll be congtrued 10 revive or pm in force auy Jaw or rcgul31ion

which mar ha.vt! c .xi !led prior to the a ct o f the 61h .i\'l arch,
1620. ei Lher protecting,c slal>Li,.i:hiug1 pro ltibiting, or aboJi$hing Slavt:ry ..>:

That is the clause which affects the question to
whicb the Senator from Georgia alluded.
It is proved by another fact. 'l'he honorable
Senator from Illinois, in his speech which he m11de
on the night the bill was p!lllsed, the last night,
the mP.morable night, declared that tbis, clause
(which was not an amendment, but came in as
one of the changes of tbe committee who reported
the bill, and was moved by him) was the main
feature of tbe bill, and the removal of the Missouri restriction was only an incident. I dare say
the Senator remembers it. He said that the great
objcat of the compromises of 1850, as they were
called, the leading idea of tbe compromises of
1850, for which he contended, was to give the
people the power of deciding what their institutions should be in the Territories ; and he went so
far on that occasion as to contend tbat they should
be allowed not only to establish but to exclude
Slavery; that is to say, that no provision should
exist which would not give the people of the 'l'erritory both powers. I have his speech before me.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I did not intend to interrupt
the gentleman from i\faine; but he said a moment
ago that the object of that bill was to make a slave
State of Kansas, and that nobody denies it. I
must say to him, that 1 interpose my positive denial. It was not the object to make it a slave
State; it was not the object to make it a free
State; but it w,is the object to leave the people
of Kansas perfectly free to do as they pleased in
the management of all their domestic institutions, Sia.very included. I do not desire to say
any more than that at this time.
llr. FESSENDEN. We use language in debate

which the Senator is aware is perfectly understood; but, if taken literally, goes perhaps fur•
ther than it should. When I say tha t nobody
denies it, I do not mean that everybody admits
it. I mean to say, simply, that the matter is palpable, from after circumstances as well as from
what took place at the time ; and from the absence of any other reasonable motive, and from
what bas ta.ken place since, in the progress of af.fairs toward making it a slave Territory, no reasonable, unprejudiced mind, not connected with
the transaction, can deny, on any good, logical
ground, that such was the object with which the
Missouri compromise line was repealed.
But, sir, I was replying to the idea that this
clause was intended, as was suggested by the
honorable Senator from Georgia, as a mere exclusion of a conclusion. The framer of that bill,
in his speech on that occasion, said that the idea
of popular sovereignty was the principal thing
aimed at in the bill ; and that the removal of
the Missonri restriction, instead of being the
principal thing, as contended by the Senator
from Georgia, was merely an incident necessary
in order to effect the object of conferring popular sovereignty. That is tbe idea. I stated that
it was a pretence. I so considered it. We so
considered it. We so considered it on our side
of the House, and so st1tted it. But I now go
further, and say that what I then considered to
be a pretence for the repeal of the Missouri compromise, I now consider to have been a delusion
and a snare; and I am willing to give my reasons
for this opinion as briefly as I can.
It was held out to the country as the ma.in
feature of that bill, that a great boon was to be
conferred on the people of the Territories; that
whereas, by the operation of the :Missouri restriction, they had been excluded from the power
of deciding what their own domestic institutions
should be, by the repeal of that restriction this
power was conferred on them. Upon whom?
What was understood at the time? That it was
conferred on the people of the 'l'erritories,
as the people of the Territories, and acting
with regard to their own Territorial institntutions. 'l'hat idea was boldly proclaimed by
the Senator from Illinois. That idea was proclaimed as boldly by Southern gentlemen on this
floor, on the occasion of the Kansas debate. It
was dcniQd by uobody, if T recollect, except the
honorable Senatqr from Mississippi, (Mr. Bnow.N,]
and a hint of dissent was given by 11.n honorable
Senator from Virginia; but, with th ese exceptions,
according to my recollection, no one here denied
it. Southern men and Northern 1uen all agreed
that, by the repeal of the Missouri compromise, ·
it was intended to cenfer on the people of the
Territories, as people of the Territories, the power
and right to settle their own institutions in their
own way; to say whether they would have Slavery or not. It was so presented to the people
on the stump, in the yea.rs 1854 and 1855, tbrough011 t all the Northern States.
:hlr. BENJAMIN. Jf the Senator from Maine
will permit me, I will make a remark here. l
intend -hereafter to make a more formal answer
to his argument; but on the proposidon he ie
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now stating, I beg leave to caH the gentleman's Constitution of the U!Ated States. I am speakmind to the fact, that when that particular sub- ing of wbat the idea was then; and I was enject in the discussion of the Kansas bill was deavoriog to illustrate my position, that it was
under consideration, it was distinctly stated that intended as a snare and a delusion. Why? It
the supporters of tbat bill, North and South, en- w!IS so presented here; it was so presented in
tertained different views as to the rights of the the country; it was so argued through the
people of a Territory to exclude slaves from a free States. Was it the design of gentlemen who
Territory ; and for that reason the clause was placed it in that condition to have two grounds
added to the section of the bill which gives on ,vhich they might sustain the Democratic
power to the people of the Territory, "subject party-South, oo the point that there was no
only to the Constitution of the United States," constitutional power; North, on the point that
the intent being to leave that particular power there ,vas constitutional power- and thus vibrate
subject to construction by the courts of justice. in the scale, on the one side or the other, accordWe carried out that intent by providing, in ing as they might catob votes, RS they assumed
nnotber clause of the bill, for an appeal to the this or that doctrine? Was that the calm, setSupreme Court of the United States on every tied intention of that bill? It makes out my poquestion touching Slavery, whether the amount sition of its design to establish Slavery there,
in contest ,va-s two thousand dollars or not. 'l'he much more strongly than any argument I have
gentlemen from the South who supported tbe bill used.
But what is the result, after it was thus argned?
contended that it was not in the power of Congress to confer on the people of a Torritory the When the Cincinnati Convention mot, we had an
right to excludo slaves, beet1use our right to entire change of doctrine. The Cincinnati Concnrry our property into the Territories was guar- vention intimated a different opinion; and the
antied by the Constitution. Gentlemen from the Democracy of the North, which had talked so
North rlenied it; and on that particular quest.ion much about popular sovereignty before, which
this ,•ery clause was inserted into tho bill, of a universally in the Senate bad claimed that the
grant of power subject only to the pr0visions of people of the Territories had the right, ns Terl'ithe Constituti9n of the United States, referring tories, to settle the question of Slavery in their
to that contested question which, by common own way; the Democracy of the North, when
consent, was to be submitted to the Supreme they met in Cincinnati, yielded to the doctrine
Court, and hR-s been decided, in the Dred Scott promulgated there, that it was only to be settled
cas(), in conformity with the v iews then enter- when they came to form a Slate Constitution,
tained by gentlemen from the Sot1tb.
because that is the clear inference from the platMr. l<'!:i:SSE:S-DEN. I remember that contro- form there adopted.
versy very well, and I kno~ tbat something of
You have gone still further, and now assume
that sort was said, but the matter was not ques- the doctrine that the Constitution by its own
tioned as a m>\tter of argument. Gentlemen did force not only carries Slavery into the Territories,
not seem disposed to discuss it. Nobody, as 1 but protects it in the Territories until a State
said before, started the idea, then so monstrous, Constitution is formed. Is that the doctrine?
then so new, now established, as the Senator Is that wliat is now assumed by the Supreme
~ays, (if be considers it established,) by the opin- Court? Suppose it to be so, I should like to
ion of the Supreme Court; nobody dwelt upon know what new power was given to the people
it. That clause means nothing more; it is sub- of the 'l'erritories by this famous clause iu the
stantially in all the Territorial bills; not in the Kansas bill granting popular sovereignty. Did
same language, but to the same extent; that is they not have that power before? Was it necesto say, that they shall have all power of legislR- sary to repeal the Missouri compromise in order
tion in the Territory, subject to the provisions of t.o give the people of the Territory of Kansas a
the Constitution of the United States; but it right to prohibit or establish Slavery, by their
was not contended then, in 11.rgument, that the State Constitution, as they saw fit? 'l'he MisConstitution of the United States, by its own, souri compromise provided nothing further than
force, cnrried Slavery into the Territories, and that Slavery should not be carried into territory
protected it there. It was hinted. that a different north of 36° 301 . Suppose, without the act, the
opinion prevailed; but the gentleman from North people of Kansas, when they came to form a
Carolina [ofr. BADGER] disavowed it-. The gen- State Constitution, should ha,ve provided that
tleman from :Oiaryland, [Mr. PRATT,] if I remem- -Slavery might exist in that State, legalized and
ber ~right, offered au amendment, whi~h he sub- authorized it, Rod sent that Constitution to Consequently withdrew, giving expressly to the gress, and it ,vas admitted; would not that have
people pf the Terri tones power to exclude or been a repeal of the Missouri compromise?
admit Slavery, at plelLSure. The lnnguRge of the What was gained, then, iu any form, I should
act, as my friend from Ohio [Mr. WADE] says, like to ask, by this famous provision introduced
into this bill, and which has been called a stump
carries the same idea with it.
But the point to which I was directing my at- speech?
tention was simply this: that at that time it was
Mr. DOUGLAS. I will answer the Senator
not pretended but that the people of the 'ferrito- from Maine. There was on the statute book an
ries had power, or were intended to have power, act prohibiting the introduction of slaves there
under that clause, to legislate upon the whole "forever ; " not confined to the Territory only,
su bject,...snhject, however, as of cours~ every- but extending forever; and it is useless to disthing of that kind must be decided to be, to the guise the fact that there was a large political
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party in this country who claimed that" forever"
w&a to apply to a State as well as a 'l'erritory,
and hence they resolved that they would never
admit another slan State into this Union, whether the people wanted it or not.
Mr. FESsg:mEN. Uow resolved it?
Mr. DOOCr,AS. Resolved in county meetings,
in Congressional Conventions, in State Conventions, against any more slaveholding States,
wbetbe,r the people of the proposed State desired Slavery or not. The Democratic party
took the ground that the peoplo of each Territory, while a. Territory, should be left free, without
any Congressional intervention, to fix their institutions to suit themselves, subject only to the
Constitution of the United States; and thot,
when they came Into the Union, they shouhl
come in with just such a Constitution ns they
desired, subject only to the same restriction.
Here was an act on the statute book which pur• ported to invade both these rights. The KansasNobrnska \Jill repealed that prohibition or restriction of la<'ery, leRving the people perf~ctly
free to do as they pleased, both while"' Territory
and when they formed a StRte Constitution, subject only to the limitations of the Constitution of
the United States. r repeat, therefore, the object
of that bill was to remore all restrictions, and
make the principle general, universal, th,it tho
people should fix all their institutions, Slavery
not excepted, both while a Territory and a State,
subject only to the Limitations of the Constitution.
The Senator now comes forward and says that
since that time the Supreme Court of the United
States, in the Dred Scott case, hns decided that
the illissouri restriction was unconstitutional,
and that, therefore, Congress could not delegate
to a. Territorial Legisll\tnre the power to prohibit Slavery; and hence, be sa.vs, this act conferred no new rights on the people of the Territory. His argument goes too far. If thnt
be the true con,tructton, it shows thnt tbe
only effect of the Kansas-Nebrnska bill was to
talre an unconstitutional and void statute from
the statute book.
You as~ume the correttness of the Dred Scott
decision for the purpose of your argument. J do
not blame you for assuming tlrnt, for it is a decision by the highest judicial tribunal on earth,
the tribunal authorized by the Constitution of
tho Unit.id States to decide it. They ha,·e de•
cided it, 11nd wo are bound by the decision, whatever may have been our individual opinions previou;ly. Th"t decision establishes the fact thl\t
the Missouri restriction \vas unconstitutional 1t11d
·void; the fact that Congress cannot prohibit
Slavery in a 'l'erritory; the fact that the dogma
of tho Wilmot Pro,iso WRS mid, and would have
beeu n nullity if it hnd been imposed on the Territories. lf that be so, was it not wise to remove that void legislation which remained on
the statute book only as R snare, or as a scarecrow, and which ought not to be there, because
it was in ,·iolMion of the Constitution of our
country? I nsk, was it not wise to remove it,
and to say plainly, in clear and explicit ll\ngua.ge,
that our true intent was to lenvo the people o( a

Territory, while a Territory, and ttl8o when they ·
become I\ State, pfrfectly free to make their laws
and estRblish their institutions upaa all questions, Slavery not excepted, to suit themselves,
subject only to the limit1ttions of the Co@stitution of the United States?
Mr. FESSENDEN. The honorable Senator,
probably on account of my unfortunRte mode or
expression, did not exactly compr~hend what I
mcnat to say. 1 um very glad, however, to hear
him now give the old original construction to
this provision of which we have been spenking.
Ile says now that the intention w11s to confer on
the people of the Territories, while Territories,
the power to settle all questions, including Sla.<'ery, in their own way, subject to the Constitution of the United States.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Of course. If the Constitution prohibited the exerci~e of thRt power, yon
conld not confer it. If the Constitution of the
United States prohibited you from pRssiog the
Missouri restriction, you bad no right to p11ss it.
If the Constitution allowed you to p:i.-e the people of the Territory the ril:(ht to prohibit SlRvery
while a Territory, this act conf~rrccl the power.
In other words, the K11nsas-Nehroska act conferred nil the power which it wM possible, by
nny legislation or any bumRn effort, to give to
the people of a 'Jilrritory under the Constitution
of the United Stales on the subject of Slavery.
We could give no more, for we g:1ve all wo hadoll that the Constitution did not prohibit.
Mr. 1''1"SSEND1'JN. I tun not qu,mellinp: nbont
that nt all. I wns saying that this was a delusion ond a snare. Why ·1 Becau,e it did precisely what tbe honorable Senator sl\ys it did.
It professed to bold out to tbe people of the Territories thal they bad a. right which th~y could
exercise to exclude Slavery, if they saw fit, or to
admit it, if tbey saw fit, subject to tbe Constitution. It was so stated nnd so argued to the
country.
llr. JlE:,iJAMlN. I dislike very much to interfere wilh the course of argomrut of the Senator from Maine; but it is n historical truth, which
cannot now be shaken, that during the discussion of that bill, nnd during the preliminary
mcetiug.i of its iriends, which werr made pnblic,
the fact was divulged, that its supporters dilfored
in relation to that constitution11I power; that
some from the North contended that the people
of tho Territory bad the power, if we gave it to
them; that Congress had the power to give to
them authority to exclude shwes from the 'ferritory, whilst a 'ferritnry; and that, on the other
band, the represcnuith•es of the peoplo of the
South determinedly resisted that pretension, and
said, from the beginning, they would never agree
to any act which In any 'l'lanncr might imply the
concession of a right in Congress, or i,1 the people of a Territory undP• Congress, to exclude
them ,vitb their properl." from territory which
was common soil, belongins; to the people of the
whole United States.
The fact I hl\ve just stilted cannot be contested, for the reason that there is a special clause
in the bill providing for 1he submission of that
very question lo the Supreme Court of the Uni-
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ted States. Senators from the North, who took
the opposite view of the question, said, "very
well; we differ ou this constitutional question,
but thare is a tribunal in this country which can
settle all these disputed points of jurisdiction
without the necessity of resorting to force or
bloodshed ; let thnt supreme tribunal decide, and
we will submit." The people of the South never
asked for anything else: never sought 1rny other
aohttion of the question. Now, it is obvious that
since the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States in the Dred Scott case, it is decided that from the origin ijl\ this agitation of
the Slavery question has been directed against
the constitutional rights of the South ; and that
both Wilmot provisoes aud the Missouri compromise lines were uuconstitutional. An attempt
is mitde to go ,back on the interpretation of the
Kansas act, and then, when that fails, to question tbe authority of that tribunal whose rigbt
to decide in the last resort bas never before been
questioned in this country.
Mr. FESSENDEN. Mr. President, I am not
aware of any such provision in the Kansas-Nebraska act, in regard to referring this question to
the Supreme Court of the United States, as the
Senator bas referred to. If there is any such
provision, be can find it. I kno11 it was proposed,
but it was not admitted at the time. But whether
there is such a clause ·or not, would make no
difference. Congress can confer no power upon
the courts of the Uoited States, except under the
Constitution. If they would have it under the
provisions of the Constitution, very well; if they
would not have it, it cannot be conferred by
Congress.
But I do not wish to be drawn off from the
point I was arguing. I do not undertake to say
t,bat there were not gentlemen at the Soutb, then
members of the Senate, wbo held, or might have
supposed and might have intimated, an opinion
-that there wi,s no power on the part of the people
of the Territories to exclude Slavery, until they
came to form a State Constitution. That might
have been so. What [ was arguing was, that
the idea held out to the country at the time was
that the people of the 'l'erritories had the control
of the subject, and would continue to have it
while a Territpry. I say it was so presented to
the people in 1854 and 1855, at the polls, throughout the free S tates. I do not know how it was
presented throughout the Southern States. I
know tbat gentlemen on this floor, Senators from
Southern States, avowed the doctrine that tbe
people would have power to act on it a-s they
cfiose, to exclude Slavery or admit Slavery.
The point I was making, however, was one
totally distinct from that; and it wa.s, that no
sooner had the people been induced to believe
that such was the intention, no soonM had this
pretence been made available, for the purpose of
reconciling the people of the free States to tl:e
repeal of the Missouri restriction, than the Cincinnati Convention met and repudiated the whole
doctrine of territorial popular sovereignty. 1\Tbatever the Senator from lllinois may now say with
regard to his construction of that clause, what
it meant in tbe beginning, the Democratic Con-
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vention or this country, in nominating a President, especially repudiated tlrnt doctrine before
any decision of tbe Supreme Court of the United
States, and iiverred substantially that the people
of a 'l'erritory h11d no right whatever t-0 exclude
Sla:rery until they came to form a State Constitution.
Now, the Senator from TIJinois has not even
attempted to answer the question which I put to
him, which was this : if tl.le doctrine of the Cincinnati Convention is true-not the doct.l'ine or
this bill, as he assert.s, but if the doctrine of the
Cincinnati Convention is true-that tbe only
power which the people of the Territories have
to interfere with Slavery is when tbey form a
Slat-e Constitution, what was gained by that
celebrated provision thus inserted in the KansasNebraska bill? I say the people bad it before.
Suppose the Missouri restriction bad continuccl
up to the present d,~y, providing that Slavery •
should not exist north of a certain line, 36° 301 ;
and at the present day, while that restriction was
in operation, the people of Kansas should ru;semble and adopt a State Constitution, by which
they should authorize the introduction and sale
of slaves, and then should send thM Constitution
to us, and wo should admit them on that Constitution: should we not repeal the Missouri restriction pro tanto? Certainly we should. l say,
then, that nuder this resolution of the Cincinnati
Convention. which was the creed of the Democratic pA.rty, North and South, no power whatever was conferred on the people of the Territories in regard to that particular matter of popular sovereignty. They had none tbat did not
exist before. No boon was conferred.
Therefore, I say that I believed it was not only
a pretence at the time, but it was a fraud and a
snare; and when the people of the free States
were deluded into the idea tb,.t by the repeal of
tbe Missouri compromise line they were to have
the power gi\•en to the people of the 'l'erritories
to establisb or reject Slavery, as they pleased,
the snare was, that the Democratic party was to
put it to thew next, that they sbonld not have
the power to admit or 0 rej~ct Slavery, as they
plea¥ed, except when they came to form a State
Constitution, and Slavery bad overrun them; and
that when, by such proceedings as the present,
tbey have been bound baud aud foot, and cast
into the burning fiery furnace of Slavery, then
they might ha,e the privilege of doing-what?
Simply what they could do before-fot·m a Constitution to snit themselves; send it to Congress;
and if Congress adopted it, then repeal the Missouri restriction. It ,vent nothing further than
that, and tbnt was the point I made; aud to thal
point no answer bas been given.
I was endeavoring to illustrate the idea that
there was an intention in th,s matter-an intention demonstrated from the absence of all possible moli,•e except to force Slavery into the Territory-from the nature of {be provisions surrounding the Territory with sJa,-e States; from
the proceedings tbat have taken place since in
the Territory ; a.nd from the principle which
wa~ adopted as a cardinal point iu the creed of
the great Democratic party, viz: that the people
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should not hnvc the power to reject or exclude
Slavery until they cnme to form "' State Constituf on, and, in the mean time, that everybody
from the slave States might carry slaves there
when nnd how they pleased, to be there recognised and protected by the Constitution of the
United States. Sir, bad that doctrine been announced at the time the clause was inserted, bad
it been expressed in words, that we intended to
le1u·e the people perfectly free, only when they
form a State Constitution, to establish or reject
Slavery, as they please, would it not have been
laughed to scorn, as conferring no new advantage
on the people of the Territories-nothing that
they bad not before? Certainly it would.
Tho Senator from Georgia said this measure
bad been before the popular forum, and the popular forum had decided in its favor. Bow has it
decided? ll bl!.s decided under these pretences,
• these delusions, these frauds, prac_ticed upon it
with regard lo what was the absolute meaning
of that clause. What privilege was conferred on
the people by it? ::io other t ban that which I
bavo spoken of; and it is idle to talk of the
matter having been settled by the great tribunal
o! public opinion. There bas been no such opiniqll expressed, because there have been no points
except the two I have mentioned, before the
people, one of which wns abandoned when it
bad scr"l"ed its purpose, and the other carried in
such a manner as to force Slavery on the people
of Kansas, without any power left in the people
to act on the subject, directly or indirectly.
I desire, before concluding, to advert to one
other position which was taken by tho Senator
from ililorgia, and which hns been alluded to
again to-day-that this matter hns been settled by
the judicinl forum. It is sl\id that it has been carried to the Supreme Court of the United States,
and settled there. Does the honorable Senator
from Louisiana, as a lawyer, undertake to tell me
that the question bas beto settled by a judicial decision in that court? Did that question ever arise
and present itself to the mind of the court with
reference to 11ny necessity of tho ease? To what
extent does the honorable Senator, or any body
else who is a. lawyer, undertake to say that the
decision of the court is binding? It is binding so
far, and so far-'l\lone, as it can issue its mandate.
Its opinion is of force only upon the question
which settles the cause. Aro I bound to rcco,,nise
opinions tbnt may b() advanced by any s~t of
judges, in any court, simply because, after they
have decided a cnnse, they undertake to give
their opinions 7 They may be bad men, they
may be weak men, but their mandate in the
cause before them must be obeyed ; and I will
go as far and as readily as any man to obey the
mandnte of any court to which I e.m bound to
render obedience; and I am bonnd to render
obedience to the Supreme Court of the United
States; but when they undertake to settle questions not before them, T tell them those que.•tions
are for me as well as for them. When they un•
dertuke to give opinions on collateral matters
which are not invohed in their decision, and
which they arc not called upon to decide, I tell
them they are men, like myself and others, and

their op1n1ons o.re of no va.lue, except so fnr as
tlley enforce them by sufficient and substnnlial
reasons ; and if they give bad rettsons or bad
logic, I would treat them as I sboul<I anybody else
who would try to convince my judgment in such a
way. I ha.-e good authority on this point; and
it is authority that I present for the special benefit of those who are disposed to read ns lectures
ln.tely on the subject of bowing to the opinion of
the court- T have a !aw book in my band, from
which I wish to read one rr two passages. The
Supreme Court of one of the States of this Union,
in giving the opinion which I bole\ in my hand,
in speaking of the action of the Supreme Court
of the United States, says:
" The di11regard of this court to the known will of. the
make r.- 0(1he Con1eti1ut1on. tl!' to 1he rule of f'Ollt,;;t"UCtl.on.

i& equally exhibi1ed in a number of othrr ce1tes; t-tip••e1ally in the c~Fes o( Cohen or,. Virginia. aud \VoretH~r and

Butler t·1. Georgia, 111 which n held •~ut A ~•ate 1111J(ht ~e

~ued 1 11n1wi1hf-:tandi11g thf> clrnr mamfe ,hl11on of 1he w1~I
ofth" nutkerij of the Cou!-'titution, in the lllnt 11dme!11 ~fit
to which l ha"t- h~retoforo rt·(trr~d~ 1ha~ the Conemuuon
was not 10 be~ eon1uue, o- 10 makt- a S.,ate •Uf'&hle .
.. But t1re not tht dt"ci,ionll! 0(1he ~ur,rtme, Cour\ o(the
United Sullef to govern 1hi•t 1u, to the rult, of <"on~irui!'g
Ille Constitution! 'J'hey ate no1, any moro thttn tho dc<HS·
o( that court are to be governed by the dec1son1 of

''The eturrPme Court ofthe United State!-- haw no joris•

dictio"' over 11ti11 court, or over any department o( the
Government of thi• Srnte."

I wish to read soother passage Rhowing the
opinions entertained by the learned court which
gave the decision before roe :

"But 1tny that I nm wron.1 in 1his opinion i still, l deny

that the decisions of th~ :"upreme Courl referred to ar•
preced,..t• to 5-overn this court.
"Tho~,.. decifl:iont were roert partilan dtcit.ion&-10 be
overruled rn 1he court which mi:tde 1hem. as soon us a
1najorily of the members of thr court should be ol diff,•rent

politirs from the politics ef 1he memhtrt' \lo ho made the
deci,ion,. The dl'IClri.m:: that• dee1sion of 1he ~upreme

Court o(the Urnti'd S1a1E!$ if'° dicta tr. a 111R.n·s poh1ics to
lum. is o. doctrine avow,~d hy a few in tin~ <•ountry.
Such n doctrine would be a11 eoey meuu~ ofp..,rpetuutinsr
a dyna.'1Y of principle~, however fals~ ,rnd wiekf'd. All
that would have to be done, wou•d be 10 at9rt "ith men

oi those principle•. Their dt-<·iEions wcmld do 1he resL
\Vb,nevcr 1hey 8aid the Cou*1ilution m aI11. the )'('ople
would have to vote iL to mean. Parties, on co111ni1utional
questto, •• could not arise.

"But are tbe8e mere political deci,iona, and made by
panisan judges?n

Thon the court go on to re'l"iew the history of
tbe judges of the Supremo Court of the United
States, beginning with Judge i\larsball, to show
that they are mere partisans. There is another
little extrnct I should liko to read.
Mr. STUAR'l'. What court is it, from the
opinion of which the Senator is reading?
llfr. FESSENDE~. I will give my authority
11fter I have read what the court any :

u Now. p8rti~an deci~io1" may do to bind the political
par1y which the makens of thf'm hap1l~n 10 belong to.
Th~y cerrn;nly bind no other party. .Aud thh hue oten
th,. um(orm prncti(•e o( all 1>arues in tht• coutttry. The
Suprernc Court said a bank is con~1itutic,nal; ye1, bank
charters have been vetoed by three 8evc:ral Pres1dtmts:

Madison, Jaokson, T yler.»

The same Court say they reeei,·ed a mandate
from the Supremo Court of the United States,
but lre&ted it with coutempt. Sir, that is the
opinion of the Supreme Court of Georgia, delivered in the case of Padclford & Co. vs. the city
of Sav11nnali, in the fourteenth volume of Georgia
Reports, page 438.
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If these are mere party decisions, let us understand it. It seems that when the decisions are
one way by the Supreme Court of the United
States, gentlemen of the South say, "the judges
are partisan judges; they cannot settle constitutional questions for us; those are political matters." When, however, they undertake extrajudicially to give opinions not called for by the
point before them; to Jay down doctrines at
variance with tho whole history and precedents
of the country from its very foundation, to overturn the decisions of their own predecessors,
great.er men than ever they can hope to be, and to
re ..erse nil the decisions of the JegislatiYe depart~ent of the Go,•ernment, on questions of a political character and description, on their own mere
say-so, we are told all this is Jaw.
Sir, I w11s perfectly aware, from the course of
proceeding, what this decision would be. When
I saw the dictum, or the dogma, if you please to
call it so, laid down in the Cincinnati Platform,
that there was no power in the people of a Territory to exclude Slavery, and when I saw that
that question had been brought to the Supreme
Court of the United States, and that the Supreme
Court, after hearing the argument, had adjourned
from one day before the election of President
over to another dt<y after the election of President, I knew what the strength of the Sia.very
party was; and I felt what the decision was to
be; and I felt, as well, and I do not he8itate to
say it here, that bad the result of that election
been otherwise, and had not the party triumphed
on the dogma which they had th,1s intr(¥inced,
we shoald uever have beard of a doctrine so
utterly at variance with all truth; so utterly destitute of all legal logic; so founded on error, and
unsupported by anything like argument, as is
the opinion or the Supreme Court.
I should like, if I had time, to attempt to demonstrate the fallacy of that opinion. I hA.ve examined the view of the Supreme Court of the
United States on the question of the power of
the Constitution to carry Slavery into free territory belonging to the Unit.ed States, and I tell
you that I believe any tolerably respectable lawyer in the United States can show, beyond all
question, to any fair and unprejudiced mind, that
the decision bas nothing to stand upon except
assumption, and bad logic from the assumptions
made. 'l'he main proposition on which that decision is founded; U1e corner-stone of it, without
which it is nothing, without which it fails entirely to satisfy the mind of any man, is this :
that the Constitution of the United States recognises property in slaves, and protects it as such.
I deny it. It neither recognises slaves as property, nor docs it prot.ect slaves as property.
Fortunately for my assertion, the Supreme
Court, in making that the very corner-stone of
their decision, without which the whole fails,
state the clauses on ,vhich they ground these assertions. On what do they found the assertion
that ~e Constitution recognises Slavery as property? On the provision of the Constitution by
which Congress is prohibited from passing a law
to prevent the .A.fricar:, slave trade for twenty
years; and therefore they say the Constitution

recognises slaves as property. Will not anybody
see that this constitutional provision, if it works
one way, must work the other? If, by allowing
the slave trade f'or twenty years, we recognise
slaves as prop.erty, when we say that at the end
of twcuty years we will cease to allow it, or may
cease to do so, is not that rleny,ng them to be
property after that period elapses? Suppose I
yield to the court all the force they demand, and
admit that hero is a distinct recognition that this
is property, becauie we recognise that the African slave trade may exist for twenty ycnrs; yet,
when we say that after that perio d has elapsed
tlfat protection shall no longer exist, do we not
say that after that period of time it no longer is
property, and ceases to be at the expiration of
twenty years? Certainly, if the argument will
work the one way, it most work the ot,her. If
you dcriYe the power onder the qonstitution, because for twenty years it is property, you lose it
when tbe twenty yea.rs elapse, by the same method of argument.
:Mr. MASON. That is an assumption.
Mr. FESSENDEN. That is my argument, and
it is my answer to the assumption of the SL1preme
Court of the United States. If it is au assumption on my part, it is certainly an assumptiou on
theirs. But I leave it to every fair mau, on every
principle of logic. It depends on tbat, does it?
That died twenty years after the Constitution
went into operation. Did not the recognition
die with it? Does the Constitution recognise it
after the twenty years have elapsed? 'l'he power is gone. So far as you draw any recognition
from that clause, it ceased ,vith the expiration of
the period.
Again, the court say it is protected as propert1 by the provisions that persons held to service,
escaping from one State into another, shall be
delivered up. Are they not spoken of as " petsons?" Are they spoken of as property? Is
there anything said about their beiug property?
Does not that pro ..ision of the Constitution apply
just as well to white apprentices, held under the
laws of the different Estates for a term of years,
as it does lo slaves? Will you pretend that, by
the Constitution of the United States, white persons, held as apprentices for a term of years, are
property? Certainly, no such position can be
maintained. Your argument, if it works at all,
must go the whole length, and you must find
that the word "person" means property, and
may be regularly and legally construed as property. I hnYe not time now to pursue this topic.
Then, sir, to sum up the substance of my argument, I wish to say again, that wh!\t I consider
this original scheme to have been was to assert
popular sovereignty in the first place with a view
of rendering the repeal of the Mis,ouri <'Ompromise in some way palatable; then to deny it, and
avow the establishment of Sla~ery; then to legalize this by a decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States, and claim that it baa become established. I sincerely believe that decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States w11.s a part
of the programme. It was to be hu d, if having
it would avail; but if not, it would never have
been had.
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Mr. President, the natural result of all this on the people of Kansas, by presenting them two
should ha,·e been foreseen. The honorable Sen- Constitutions and telling them to choose one of
a.tor from I!Jinois, at this day, interposes bis them, for they shall go no further, and then we
strong arm to stay the tide of Slavery which is shall have peace!
setting over Kansas Territory contrary to the exSir, let me tell the President of the United
press will of her people. lie claims to do so, States, and all others, that tbe opposition to
not from any sympathy be bas with the general Slavery in this country is now a sentiment, an
subject, but simply for the purpose of carrying idea-not to Slavery as it exists in the States,
?Ut wlta~ b? say_s is the original intent and mea_n- not a desire to interfere ~vit~ yo~r insti_tuttons
~ng of his fe.,•or,te bill. From what I have said, anywhere; bnt a determrnat10n, 1f possible, to
I think it is perfectly obvious that be might have arrest its progress over the free territories of this
foreseen wh,\t the result would be. Ile has gone country, because it is believed to be a curse.
on, according to the dictates of bis own con- Although that sentiment was covered up in the
science; first breaking down the barrier which ashes of the compromise of 1860, buried so deep
kept Slavery out of Kansas; next protecting and that it seemed as if it would never again spring
defending every outrage that has been perpetrll.ted into life, you yourself exhumed it; you added
in Kansas with a ,•iew to force Slavery on that fuel to tbe sparks that were bnried; you kindled
people, up to the time of thi3 last great ontrage, that sentiment into a flame; you have been heapwhen it was attempted to place a Oonstitution, ing combustible material on it from that day t0
in the shape it was, before the people, and then the present, until at last you are in a fair way to
send it to Congress; and now he stays bis band make it a conflagration. Upon you be the conhere. Why, sir, with what a vain hope! Does sequence, if it be so. It is not for the President
the honorable Senator think be can take the to crv "Peace!" at the consummation of an outprey from the tiger, and not himself be torn? rage; when the very beginning of it excited the
Wben was Slavery ever known to stay its march detestation of the community in which he was
over a free country, unless forced to do so ; and born and bred.
when it had-seized it when was it ever known
But, sir, we go further than that. That is to
to let «o its bold? It is a part of the system to be the consequence on the one side. What is to
pay notbiug at all for involuntary servitude; be on the other? We are told that we are to
and if the service is voluntary, experience bas ha.ve a crisis, and the Union is to be dissolved.
shown that it must be unlimited, unquestioning, I expressed my opinion on tbl\t topic fo11r years
eternal. •ro hesitate is to lose nil; to stop, is to ago. We have had resolutions in the ne,vspadie. 'l'he experience of grea\er men than the pers from the State of Alabama, that if Kansas
Senator from Illinois, and of many smaller ones, shall not be admitted under the Lecompton Conmight have taught him that lesson.
stitution, it would be time to look about and see
Sir, I say that be and the friends who stood how this Union could hold together. We have
by him, in ·repealiug the Missouri compromise had it sta1·ted in one or two other of the States
at the time it was repealed, should have known of the South. We have had it"from the honorll.wbat the result was to be, should have known ble Senator from Mississippi, [Mr. BnowN,] and
that as tbe design was to force Sla,ery into Kan- from other Senators. They tell us that then will
sas, so Slavery would never leave Kansas unless be a crisis; the moment the people of this connit was driven out by force. They should have try get dh•ided into parties, North and South, on
understood what the result was to be; and it is a question that is important to them, and the
not enough for them to say now, that they do people of the North triumph at the polls under
not, and did not understand it. Well might they the Constitution, then tbe time has arrived, the
quote the lauguage of the greatest poet of this crisis bas come, when the Union is to be discentury, and say:
solved I Sir, if I did not. think it was to b8 a
very serious matter iu some respects, I could
"The thoru.s whic h 1 lta,·e re aped nre of the tree
laugh at tbis idea. At any rate, it reminds me
I planttd; the y J1ave torn mf , 1rnd f bleed.
f should h!lve ktlown wba. fru:, would ipring from bUeh of a story familiar to all of you, probably, though
a s~eo,n
I never saw it until yesterday.
But, sir, what is to be the remedy for all this?
This disposition, which gentlemen ba,e on all
What is promised us 'I The President tells us occasions, to get up a crisis whenever anything
we are to have }:>eace when this Constitution is looks against their peculiar vie\v of a subject,
adopted, and Kansas comes into tbe Union as a and to inform us that the time has arrived, with
slave State. He speaks contrary to all philoso- the idea that people can be frightened from their
phy. Have we ever had any peace for the last propriety, is illustrated by a story which I saw in
four years on this question? Has this country the newspapers, something like this: A celebra/ been a peaceful country during that time? The ted general in the last war is said, in one of the
initiation was only then; and when this matter battles on the advance to tbe city of 1fexico, to
was initiated, when the Missouri compromise have rode up to Captain Duncan, who was in
was repealed, did you not witness in this coun- charge of a battery, and, with a very grave and
try an excitement which would not die? And yet sober face, told him : " Captain Duncan, fire;
we are told now, consummate the iniquity, carry the crisis has arrived." Duncan turned to bis
out the cheat., repudiate popular sovereignty, get men, with matches all lighted and ready, and
a decision from a Slavery court that the Con- gave the order to fire. An old artilleryman
stitution (shame to it, if so) not only recognises,' walked up to him, and said: "Captain, I do not
but protects Slavery on free soil, force Slavery see any enemy within range of our guns; what
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shall we fire at?" "Fire at the crisis," was the
response; "did you not hear the General say the
crisis has com.e? Fire at that." [Laughter.]
So it is wiLh gentlemen, J think, in reference to
this matter. They are always chargcd and ready
to fire at the crisis. I believe it has arrived half
a dozen times within my recollection.
What I wish to say on that point is, that I
look on it with great seriousness, but withou t a
particle of apprehension. We in the free States
have rights under the Constitution of the United
States, and we have determination enough to
enforce and sustain them. We are not to be
driven from the position we have assumed by
any threats of a disruption of the Union. We
have no particular pretentious exclamations to
utter with regard to our great attachment to it.
L et that attachment be proved by our works.
We will stand by the Union of this country so
long as it is worth standing by; and let me say
to gentlemen, that the moment the time arrives
when it is· to be used as an argument to us,
"you must yield on a question which you consider vital to your interest and your rights, or we
shall take measures to dissolve the Union," my
answer is, that if we do yield, the Union has
ceased to have any value for me. So long as I
stand upon American soil, a freeman, with vqual
rights with others, and power to enforce them
according to my ability, unrestricted, unrestrained, and unterrified, too, this Union is valuable
to me;· but when the hour comes when that
privilege no longer exists, when I hold my rights
by the tenure or yielding to weak fears, I am
willing to see any consequences follow, so far as
I am concerned, or so far as my people are concerned. Let not gentlemen indulge themselves
with the liope that all these resolutions passed
by Southern Legislatures nbont dissolving the
Union, and all these mass meetings held for the
same purpose, noel a ll intimations thrown out
here to the s ame effect, are to produce any possible result, so far as the determination of Free
State men is concerned on this question.
The Senator from Mississippi spoke of compromi~es that had been made, and said he wanted
no more compromises. Sir, I want no more compromises on this matter. There is no room for
compromises. I agree with him that there have
been compromises enough. As addressed to a
Northern ma n, (if the Senate will allow me to
quote poetry again, and I shall not trouble them
much in that way,) it means this, and this
only:
•
"Nonhward it ha1h this sense alone,

'I,11a1.) o u> your cousc1r n<"e blinding:,
Shoul bow ;our fool's nos-:! to lhe ~tone,
\\~hen Slavl!ar}' foels like g rinding >;

Sir, I wish to be ground no more under such
compromises. The question that is presented to
the people of this country is a simple ques tion:
Shall SlaveryJ with all its blighting and all its
political po wer, be extendeu o,·er the free Territories of tbe Onion? Not by my consent. Never
will I compromise upon one single point, so fat
as I am individually concerned, that will allow
what I consider to be a death blow to all the
free pdnci pies of our insti tu tions to be extended

over one solitary foot of free soil beneath the
circuit of the sun.
Subsequently, on the same day, in reply to
Mr. DAVIS, of Mississippi, Mr. FESSENDEN said:
My physical ability is not very great at any
time, and what I have is well nigh exhausted by
the length of time during which I have been obliged to trespass on the Senate. In what I have
to reply, therefore, to the Senator from Mississippi, I must necessarily confine myself to a very
brief period. I may take occasion hereafter to
review what the Senator has now said, in detail.
And although 1 have wearied the patience of the
Senate very mueh lo-day, I suppose it will not
preclude me from wearying it as much at another
time, if I see fit to do so. I am, therefore, not
particularly alarmed by tbe threat of the Senator. that he will proceed, at some future occasion,
to treat of what ha1, been said on this side of
tho Chamber to-day, and in which I suppose ho
referred to me, as l have said the principal pa.rt
of it.
But I rise for the purpose of saying t.)Jat I do
not recognise bis authority, in the style which be
chooses to assume, to lecture me on the sentiments that I choose to advance before the Senate. In the first place, I have not ·attacked the
institution of Slavery in the States where it is
established-I have preached no crusade against
it. I have expressly disavowed the intention to
interfere with it, not because I ham any fear of
avowing such sentiments, (if I entertained them,)
nor because I should hesitate to do so in the
presence of tbe honora ble Sena.tor from Mississippi. Sir, when the day comes thM I shall shrink
from stating in this Senate and before the country every sentiment thnt I entertain~every feeliog of my heart,.-with reference to these matteu
which so much agitate this country, under the
fear of. man, or what man can say or man can
do; wh11never such ~onsidcrations shall induco
me to hesit..te, '1 will not stay in this body a
single hour. I should disgrace the noble State
from which I come, and wbich trusts me here, if
I hesitated to speak my opinions as well upon
this subject ns any other. I will not use tho
offensive phrase which has been used here sometimes with reforeuce to the demeanor of gentlemen towards this side of the Chamber, when we
express our opinions on this subject; but I will
say to the Senator from Mississippi, most distinctly, and to every other Senn.tor, that while
I intend to treat them with all that respect and
courtesy which are due from me to them, as
having the same rights here, and occupying the
same position, they must accord to me the right
to speak the sentiments which I entertain, unnwed by auy comment or any consequences that
mo<y be intimated from any quarter whatever.
The Senator chooses to place me in the attitude of advocating disunion sentiments. I have
not sung proans to the Union or the Constitution.
I do not pretend that my life has been so illustrated by distinguished services to the country
as the honorable Senator from 1lississippi seemil
to suppose his bas been. I accord to him all
the glory and the merit which he may claim for
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himself. I attack not him. I respect his character and respect his services; but, sir, I wish
him to understand distinctly, that whatever may
be his superiority over me in those particulars,
or in any other parlicnlars, on this spot we are
his peers. I am the equal of -auy man in my
rights on this floor, and I will exert those rights
wherever 1 choose, within the rules of order, let
the consequences be what they may in regard
to me; and if tbe time comes when I cannot
m~ke my hand keep my head, then anybody is
welcome to take it. S ir, I have avowed no disunion sentiments on this floor, neither here nor
elsewhere. Can the honorable Senator from Mississippi say as mnch?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Mr. FESSE~DE~. I am glad to hear it, then.
Mr. DAVfS. Yes. I have long sought for a
respectable man who would allege the contrary.
Mr. FJtJSSENDEN. I make no allegation. I
asked if he could say as much. I am glad to
hear him say so, because I must say to him that
the newspapers have represented him as ma.king
a speech in Yississippi, in which he said he came
into Genernl Pierce's Cabinet a disunion man.
It' he ne,·er made it, very well.
Mr. DAVIS. I will thank you to produce that
nows paper.
Mr. FESSENDEN. I cannot produce it, but
I ca11 pl'Oduce an extract from it in another paper.
Mr. DAVIS. An extract, then, that falsifies
the ten.
Mr. Fl~SSRNDEN. I am very glad to hear the
Senator say so. I made no accusation. I pnt
the question to him. If he denies it, very well.
I only say, that with all the force and energy
with which he denies it, so do I. The accusa.tion never has been made against me before.
On what ground does the Senator now p~t it?
On the ground that I assert that I am opposed
to the extension of Slavery over free territory,
and have asserted that the repea.l of the Missouri
compromise, and the events which have followed
it, have been an outrage on the rights of the free
States and on the Territory of Ka.nsa.s, and that
Twill continue to agitate that subject, so far as
that Territory is concerned, so long as I have
the power to agitate upon it with any effect. Is
that disunion? Does that prove his allegation?
Mr. DAVIS. Does the Senator ask me for an
answer?
Mr. FESSENDEN. Certainly; if the Senator
feels disposed to give one.
Mr. DAVIS. If you ask me for an answer, it
is ea.sy. I said your posit.ion was fruitful of
such a result. I did not say you a,,owed the
object,--nothing of the sort ; but the reverse.
Afr. FESSENDEN. I am very happy, then, to
be corrected in that, particular. 1 understood
tho Senator to charge me distinctly with disunion
sentiments, as undermining the Constitution of
the United Stittes.
Mr. DAVIS. As sentiments that had that
effect.
Mr. FESSENDEN. That is a matter of opinion, on which l have a right to entertain my view
as well as the Senator his. That I am under-

mining the institutions of the country by attacking the Supreme Court of the United States l l
attack not their decision, for they have made
none; 1t is their opinion. My belief is, my position is, that that very opinion, if carried into
practice, undermines the institutions of this
country. Sir, the institutions of this country
stood firm; they stood upon the doctrines of
Freedom, not of Slavery. When the Supreme
Court of the United States lay down the doctrine that the Constitution of the United St.ates
recognises Slavery, I do not deny it. The position I assumed was, that the Constitution of the
United Stat.es does not recognise slaves as property; does not protect them a.s property. It recognises Slavery as an institution existing in the
States ; it provides for certain contingencies;
th-ose contingencies I neither repudiat~ nor deny,
nor attempt to cavil at; but I do deny the position which is assumed by the Supreme Court or
tho United States, applied to property as recognised by the Constitution beyond tho limits of
those States.
I assume, as I have always assumed, that in
the Territories no State has any right. There is
no such thing as the right of Statos in a Territory. The rights, if they exist, are the rights of
the people of the Stat.es-personal rights ; and
when an individual, a citizen of a State, leaves
that State with a design to go to another, and
passes beyond its limits, he loses every right
which he had as a citizen of that State, for he
ceases to be its citizen. It being a personal
right, if you wish to put it on that ground, and
wish to divide this •rerritory according to the
interest the people have in it, in proportion to
numbers, how much, I ask, would the sh,vebolde rs of the Union be entitled to? How much
would the half a million of slaveholders, with
their wives and children, be entitled to out of
the •rerritories of the United Stat.es, when put
aga.inst the more than twenty millions of free
people, who have the same rights with themselves? And yet the· doctrine is taught here,
_that because in sdme of the States of the Union
Slavery exists, therefore we are to take the number of States, and on the ground of State right.a
claim that the territory is to be equally divided,
with equal privileges.
Sir, it is a personal privilege. So far as yon
may be a slaveholder, and dosire to go to tho
Territories, you have all the privilege which belongs to you as an individual. If tbe Constitution enables and authorizes you to parry slavee
there, take them there and try it. I l deny tho
fact. It never was so held until very recently,
when individuals of tho Supreme Court gave
tbil.t opinion. Wbe11 Mr. Calhoun broached the
doctrine in the Senate of the United States, it
was received with derision, and it died. It hardly
had an existence long enough to have it said
that it lived; and when Mr. Calbouu, at a later
day, said, as be did say, that if the Supreme
Court should decide that the doctrine was 11ot a
true one, that decision would be entitled to no respect, to no observance, pray, was not be uttering
sentiments undermining the Constitution of the
United States and our institutions ? He said
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then, in a supposed case, what I say now. Be
said that if the Supreme Court established the
doctrine that fhe Constitution did not carry
Slavery into the Territories, that opinion of theira
would be entitled to no respect. I say they have
decided according to his wish, and that decision
is entitled to no respect; for it is opposed to all
the- precedents of this Government, and opposed
to all the doctrines which lie at the foundation
of our iostitulioos, nod opposed to the previous
decisions of that court.
Now, the Senator says we are aggressive.
Pray, who began the aggression? Was not this
country at pe&ee after tile compromise of 1850?
Was not the country quiet? Who reopened the
agitation? Who introduced the torch of discord
among the people of these States? Those who
advocated the repeal of the )lissouri restriction.
You opened it at a time of profound peace, not
we; a.nd we warned yon then, that if you insisted oo it, these flames would l:>e kindled again,
and God only knew how long they would bum.
'£bat aggression bas been going on in Kansas
from that day to the present. h has not ceased
even now; and this issue is presented here in
such a shRpe that the Senator from Illinois is
compelled, from a sense of justice and duty, aod
regard to his own honor, to oppose the further
perpetration of the o,µtrages that have taken
place there.
You say that you mnke no aggressions on us;
yon attnd< none of our interests. Look at the
attack made oo them at this very session. The
fisbiu~ interest ii a.u important matter io this
country, protected by the Government of the
United States. Ifas there been no attack on tba.t?
Ras not tbe bonorablo Senator from Georgia given no1ice of a bill to repeal all the navigation
laws of the United States? Has he not put that

Iquestion
before a committee? Is that no attack
on the interests of the North? I am speaking of

their interests. I do not feel disposed to argue
that matter now, but I regard it as only the beginning. I know not bow far it will go. I did
not allnde to it in the speech which I made;
but if the Senator asks me for proof of any desire on the part of the Southern people to attack
the interests of the North, all I have to say is,
look at your policy. You have broken down
our manufactures as far as you could. Some of
you are now seeking to break down our commerce, and you ask us what you have done, and
when will we cease our aggressions? Sir, we
have been on the defensive from the beg,inning.
We were oo the defensive in 1854, when the
Missouri compromise line was repealed. We
have been on the defensive ever since; we stand
on it to-day. If the consequences are injurious
to you, blame yourselves for that; we have bad
no hand in them; we warned you from the beginning.
Mr. President, I did not think I could be drawn
out to the extent to which I have bt:eo, but I
felt it my duty to repel the imputation that T
thought was made on me by the honorable Senator from Mississippi. What my sentiments may
lead to, I do not know. They are such s~otiments as I honestly entertain, such as I have an
undoubted right to express, aod I do not feel
called upon to resign my seat here, nlthough the
honorable Senator from Mississippi intimates
that the opinions which I have ndvanced must
be the product either of malice or of ignoranceand I would rather be accused of the latter than
the former. I beg him and tile Senate to understand that I belie-ve I know enough to express
clearly the sentiments I do entertain, and to nphold my right to express them.
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